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David Sainsbury, chairman,
comments:

The main news this month is, of course, the Group's half year results and the
outcome of Savacentre's strategic review which we discuss on pages 2 & 3.
We've interviewed lots of interesting people this month - Tony Green, the
father of land speed record holder Andy Green, talks about the time when he

"The performance of the

and his son worked for JS (page 24), We speak to store manager Martin
Bowden who has been seconded to Crisis Fareshare where he is helping them
to feed tendon's homeless (page 12). And we meet Newbury store manager
Andy Smith who drives a five ton army tank to relieve stress! (page 33), Talking
of stress, we shadow south western regional director, Graham Naylor, on a
visittoCobhamtosee if director visits are really changing (page 18). And
finally, we'd like to wish Savacentre a happy 20th birthday. To help celebrate,

Group has demonstrated

Delivery time - Islington's
Sam Bealin and Simon
O'Flaherty load up Crisis
Fareshare's van with JS food
for London's homeless, see
page 12.

substantial progress in
market conditions that
remain highly competitive.

we turn the clocks back 20 years to see how it all started (Archives page).

"Growth in sales and profit in Sainsbury's Supermarkets
has strengthened as customers have responded to improvements

2 : Newsround

in our product and service offer. Homebase's profitability has

10 : Store openings:

been transformed with the continued success of store

Leigh, Halifax and Oswestry

conversions. Shaw's is performing well in its established

12 : Waste not, want not
How JS is doing its bit to help feed London's homeless

markets and making progress in Connecticut. Sainsbury's

14 : Brave new world of cosmetics

Bank has made an impressive start.

Why J cosmetics have been replaced

"I'd like to thank everyone in the business for all their hard

15 : Freslily baked ideas
Harringay leads the way

work and commitment. These results are very encouraging and

16 : Writelines
Letters page

18 : Say Goodbye to the dreaded visit
We ask Cobham's store manager 'how was it for you?'

Time for a makeover - an
exciting new cosmetics
range arrives instore, see
page 14.

20 : How's distribution doing?

property items increased by
6.2% to £411 million.

23 : Opportunity over the sea

Supermarkets Increased by

23 : Twenty Five alive
The annual 25 Club dinner
Times are a changin' - a flyon-the-wall look at a
director's visit, see page 18.

costs of opening its new store
in Leeds.
Dividend per share up 7.1% to

Sales in Sainsbury's

Northern Ireland update

his son's success

£14.7million despite significant

Group profit before tax and

Debbie Freebury's holiday of a lifetime

Savacentre's operating profit
increased marginally to

to £8.2 billion.

22 : Adventures of Debbie down under

JS veteran Tony Green reveals the secret behind

RESULTS AT A GLANCE
Group sales increased by 9.1%

staff at Buntingford depot have their say

24 : From Saturday boy to supersonic man

should enable us to have a very successful year"

3.75 pence.

8.6% to £6.1 billion including

In the four weeks since the

like-for-like growth of 4.2%.

beginning of the second half,

Operating profit increased by

sales in Sainsbury's

8.1% to £386 million.

Supermarkets have increased
by 9.6% including 5% from like

Homebase increased operating

for like stores.

profit by £21 million to £36

26 : What's new instore

million.

Latest product news

28 : Out and about
Your activities in and out of work hours

What the papers said:
Some of the headlines from the following day's newspapers:

30 : Pit your wits
The puzzle pages

32 : Your stars for November

Sainsbury's pushes up profit!

What does the future hold for you?

33 : My other car's a TANK!
Andy Smith talks about his beloved but noisy Ferret
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36 : Archives

R l O N D O N PRLLftDIUM
Strut your stuff with some
great musical offers from

S«lnsbury's continued Its recovery
yesterday with improved profits,
an increase in market share and
the announcement of a new
boardroom structure.
The supermarket group also
plans to reduce its emphasis on
non-food lines such as clothing,
•^iJHcai appliances and cookery
^r-*-* on providing

Lord David Sainsbuiy, ctiainnan, said lie
was pleased the company was now moving
in tlie right direaion but admitted that the
process wasforfrom complete. "We recognise that our achievements represent tiie
first steps in the group's recovery and thai
there is work still to be done in each of the
businesses," he said.
He was spealdng as Sainsbury's announced a 6.2 percent increase in fust-half
profits to £41 Im, which induded a 4 per cent
increase in same-store sales. Thefigureshave
helped Sainsbury's improve its market
^•"h oino Adriano, who was yes-

largest grocer was not a realistic aim at present. Sainsbury's has increased its market
share from 12.5 to 12.7 per cent, according
to the Institute of Grocery E)islnbutiOT), while
Tesco's share is 15.6 per cent. Industry estimates put Asda in third place with 7.6 per
cent, slightly ahead of Safeway (7.5 percent).
Sainsbury'sfigureswere welcomed in the
City. Mike Dennis, food retail analyst at
Soci6t^ G^n^rale Strauss Ibmbull, said:
"They've got the right management i"
gether and the right rei"''
they are ?'
initiatives

'*^-ixHi Vo i -""%-"=Sainsb
Saw*®"

the SSA, see page 34.
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Half year results
Sainsbury's half year results, published on Wednesday 29 October, showed a 9.1% increase in Group sales and
a 6.2% increase in Group profit before tax.
Here are some common
questions asked by staff in
response to the results:
Q: Do the Sainsbiuy's
Supermarkets' results mean
that we've turned the comer?
A: It certainly shows that the
WEB strategy is beginning to
pay dividends. Our improving
like for like sales and the
increase in our profits are
very encouraging. The success of the Fresh Food, Fresh
Ideas campaign proves that
we are moving in the right
direction and demonstrates
that we are focusing on
satisfying our customers'
needs. But, we can't afford to
become complacent and we
must continually aim to serve

our customers better than any
other supermarket and make
sure our products are
superior to theirs.
Q: How are we performing
against our main
competitors?
A: Compared to this time last
year we are performing better
against our competitors.
We're probably outperforming Safeway and are closing
the gap on Tesco and ASDA.
Provided we focus on our
own goals we shall continue
to make good progress
against our rivals.
Q: How is the integration of
Texas stores into the
Homebase format going?

A: Very well. Seventy-three
stores have now been
converted to the Homebase
format and sales uplifts from
converted stores continue to
exceed 30%.
Q: Why did Savacentre need
a strategic review and has it
been completed?
A: The business has evolved
over 20 years since our first
store at Washington, Tyne &
Wear, opened in 1977. The
time was right to set out a
vision and strategy to take it
into the new millennium.
The strategic review has
now been completed and as a
result, Savacentre's product
range will be substantially
refocused. For more details

New look for Savacentre
Major changes to the format of Savacentre stores will take place following the
company's strategic review.

/
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nd market shan
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The review, started in May,
was conducted by a full-time
Savacentre project team
supported by outside consultants. Here, Savacentre
chairman Ian CouU sums up
the main points: "Savacentre
will become the flagship for
the Sainsbury Group. Our
stores will have the best food
range in the UK at the most
competitive prices. We will
also sell a focused range of
associated products in four
new categories: Celebration;
Indulgence; Baby & Toddler
and Cookshop.
"The stores will be
convenient to shop for those
with less time, but with products and space for those who
have time to browse. We
intend to delight all our
customers, who will continue
to find the value for money
for which Savacentre is
famous.
"A trial of the new format
will be launched in Spring
1998 at Calcot near Reading.

We then intend to introduce
the formats to the remaining
Savacentre stores over the
following two years. This is a
tremendously exciting development both for everyone at
Savacentre and for the Group
at large."
Chief executive, Dino
Adriano was equally enthusiastic about Savacentre's
plans for the future. He told
the Journal: "Savacentre stores
are in prime locations and
these changes will make them
even more attractive to
shoppers. I'm already looking
forward to visiting the new
look Calcot next year."
Savacentre chairman Ian
Coull answers some of your
questions:
Q: Will the company still be
called Savacentre?
A: There are no plans to
drop the name. There is a lot
of heritage in the Savacentre
name and high recognition
in the current store locations.

see the article below.
Q: Sainsbury's Bank appears
to be very successful, so can
you explain why it made a loss
of£10m?
A: Sainsbury's Bank has made
an extremely successful start,
opening over 500,000 accounts and accumulating
deposits in excess of £lbillion
since its launch in February that's £50 a second! The loss
of £10.8million is largely
account acquisition costs.
These usually cost a bank in
excess of £100 per account
but the Bank's costs are less
than 40% of this. The Bank is
on target to become profitable towards the end of next
year.

However with the greater
emphasis on food, Sainsbury's will have a higher
profile both in the name and
in the advertising in the
future.
Q: Will there be any job
losses?
A: There is a huge amount to
do as the business is transformed and there will be a
job for everyone.
Q: Will Savacentre still sell
clothes?
A: Yes, Savacentre will still be
selling clothing and footwear
but it will be more focused on
convenient, everyday casual
clothing and footwear for
men, women and young
children. The products will
be ready to wear seasonal
items such as T-shirts in
August and knitwear in
January. The range will be
changing regularly to provide
newness and excitement.
Q: Isn't Sainsbuiy's already
the best food shop in the UK?
A: There is a massive opportunity to further develop the
food range and already the

Q: The Group's UK
performance is good, but
why are Shaw's and Giant's
Hgures so disappointing?
A: Shaw's operating profit
declined by $7.2million to
$36.2million due to the costs
of a three day strike which
was quickly resolved. Without this, profits would have
gone up by 4%. Losses
continue to be incurred by
the new Connecticut stores
although sales in these stores
are improving steadily.
Giant's profit fell by 54% to
$37.2million due to costs of
regaining sales following a
labour dispute late last year.
Q: What do these results
mean for the individual
employee?
A: It is in everyone's interest
to be part of a growing and
profitable company. This
year we will be opening 18
new stores thus creating
6,500 new jobs.
jlj;:

buying and trading departments at both Sainsbury's
and Savacentre are brimming
with ideas for new products
and ranges. They can now
develop these ideas in the
greater space that Savacentre
allows.
Q: Exactly what is the
Celebration category?
A: This will be a major
feature of all the stores
incorporating huge ranges of
cards, wrapping paper, floral,
stationary, gifts and toys
supported with best selling
ranges of books, CDs and
videos. A key feature of this
category will be a focus on
continual everyday celebrations throughout the calendar year.
Q: Will departments at
Blackfriars be involved in the
future development?
A: We will be working much
more closely with Blackfriars
than has been the case. There is
much expertise and knowledge
residing there which will
help the Wokingham team
tremendously in developing
our offer for the future.
Pi;:
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Disability matters Sta m p

of
approva'

What the company is doing for people with disabilities:

Actor and writer Terence Stamp has launched his
Stamp Collection cookbook at Nine Elms - the first
book launch party held in a Sainsbury's store.

Ease of access award
Sainsbury's has received
recognition for its efforts to
improve the opportunities for
disabled people by being
selected as one of the three
finalists in the 'Ease of Access
Service and Employment'
awards.

These awards, sponsored
by the Daily Express and the
Queen Elizabeth's Foundation for Disabled People, aim
to encourage companies to
take note of the needs of
people with disabilities.
Disabled people were asked
to nominate the supermarket
which provided the most
accessible and welcoming
environment, and although
the nomination was ultimately for the company as a
whole, 21 individual JS stores

were recommended by
customers.
Though Safeway won,
Sainsbury's was highly commended for its activity on
disability. Robin Anderson,
departmental director for
Property and chairman of the
Disability Co-ordination
Committee said: "We have
made a great deal of progress
on the services we provide for
disabled customers. We now
need to do more to let them
know about what we offer."

•"^smsssmssm

say...
cripple
invalid
the disabled,
the blind,
the deaf
handicapped

spastic
mongol
wheelchair
bound

DISABILITY

DAILY

Telephone: 0171 250 3222

Politically speaking
The company recently got
together with Disability Daily
to raise awareness of
disability issues at the three
Party Political Conferences.
Disability Daily represents
most of the key organisations on disability, such as
RNIB, Scope and RADAR
and aims to make sure that
the needs of disabled people
are firmly on the agenda of
all political parties.
JS employee, David Pick
from Whitley Bay, was
featured on the display stand
to highlight the many talents
disabled people have to offer
- David has Down's syndrome and makes a signi-

ficant contribution to the
running of the Produce
department. At each of the
conferences, a reception was
held by Disability Daily,
supported by Sainsbury's.
Kate Walker, disability
information officer, attended the receptions and noted
that a very positive view was
held by disabled people of
the efforts being made by
the company.
If you have any views on
the opportunities given to
disabled people who work
for Sainsbury's, contact Kate
Walker in Staff Relations, on
ext. 7162.

It was followed by signings at
four more stores. Terence,
who suffers from food
intolerances, co-wrote the
book, which contains wheat,
sugar and salt-free recipes,
with friend Elizabeth Buxton.
He said: "If you can eat wheat
you can't understand how big
a deal this is. It's ground
breaking.
"Elizabeth has a daughter
with similar intolerances to
me so we collected recipes
that worked for us. The next
step was to do a cookbook.
We did some exotic recipes
and then tried to reproduce
old favourites."
Elizabeth, a JS shopper,
originally contacted JS with
the idea of the Stamp
Collection - foods designed for

people with intolerances: "I
rang the buying department
and said that we had a
concept. Without hesitation
they said 'when would you
like to come?'. I've found JS
very supportive."
The book launch was
Terence's idea: "I thought it
would be more fun to launch
it in a supermarket!"
Sainsbury's company
nutritionist Gill Fine said: "JS
is committed to making
healthy eating easier,
especially for people with
special dietary needs.
Terence Stamp, first with the
product range and now with
the book, is making it easier
for people who need special
diets to enjoy food."
Pii;
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Number One at Christmas Squirrelling
away
To ensure that Sainsbury's is
the first choice for shoppers
this Christmas we conducted
extensive research to find out
what our customers wanted.

This research has resulted in
the theme: 'Sainsbury's Fresh Ideas for Christmas'.
The campaign will show that
we understand that customers want new ways to keep
Christmas special. For example, we suggest trying free
range turkey and using
Creme Fraiche instead of
cream. There'll also be a
bumper crop of Yuletide

Sainsbury's Charitable Fund
recently sponsored National
Red Squirrel Week at Belvoir
Park Forest in Belfast and
invited local school children
to inspect this brilliant tree
sculpture of an eight foot
high Red Squirrel. With the
children are Neil Whitehouse
(left), Sainsbury's district
manager, and Norman
Taylor of Friends of Belvoir.
recipes.
Hopefully, this innovative approach will put us 'top
of the tree' this year!

Read all about it!
Three Group magazines are now out and proving to be quite a hit with staff and customers.

Northamptonshire
treasures reading
Sainsbury's Charitable Fund
sponsored the annual
summer reading scheme run
by Northamptonshire

Sainsburys

PctAClub

Libraries and Information
Service for children aged 5-11.

Giving _yoii a n d j o u r pets more

The first issue of the Pet Club
magazine went out in
October to all members of
Sainsbury's Pet Club, around
110,000 in total! Also appearing last month was the third
issue of Homebase's Living
magazine, 200,000 of which
included a 16-page Christmas
supplement.
Talking of the festive
season, the 1997 Christmas
collection catalogue contains
countless fresh gift ideas at
Sainsbury's. Plenty for you to
read and enjoy!
Pil:

Celebrity interview with TV vet Trude Mostue • Members' real life stories & photos • And much, much more.
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Dave Beese, former manager at
Northampton, surrounded by
young pirates at his store.

The scheme aims to
encourage children to continue reading for enjoyment
and to use libraries during
the school holidays. Poet
Roger McGough launched
the scheme at Hunsbury
Library and entertained
adults and children with his
imaginative poetry. This
year's theme was 'Treasure
Island' and amidst poetry
and pirates 200 children had
an enjoyable afternoon,
collecting an 'action-packed
passport' which contained
quizzes, puzzles, games and a
list of special events at
libraries and on the bookbus.

•^^^•1
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New Look'for JS Restaurant

Stop Crime - pick up the phone

The JS restaurant, renamed J's Restauran
undergoing quite a dramatic face lift.

CRIMESTOPPf
0800
From left - Roger Murcia (Homebase Wandsworth), Susan Nijhuis
(Salnsbury's Wandsworth) and Phil Williams (Savacentre Merton) help launch
Crimsstoppers to Salnsbury's staff outside Wandsworth store - a stone's
throw from Crlmestoppers' headquarters.

Sainsbury's has joined forces
with the Crimestoppers
Trust, a UK-wide organisation that provides a confidential freephone service for
staff to report information
about any crime committed
against the company or
elsewhere.
The Crimestoppers number is 0800 555111 and
posters and information
packs will shortly be delivered to all stores.
When caUing, you won't
be asked to give your name.
The J's Restaurant at Halifax
was the third to open, with
other trials taking place at
Forestside, Godalming and
more recendy at Swansea. The
J's Restaurant delivers the
same range of meals, snacks
and drinks as the existing
Shopper's Restaurant but has
a dramatic new design.
The new design provides
a much stronger restaurant
identity, and attempts to
break the mould of conven-

tional supermarket coffee
shops. The service of hot
meals to the table as opposed
to serving from counter
serveries was pioneered in
the Shopper's Restaurant
and JSR continues to lead the
way with innovative designs.
Working with the Store
Format Group the new design
has been achieved with no
increase in cost. Initial
takings at Halifax are already
exceeding budget.

Organic Pork launch
The sale of Organic Pork
was recendy launched in six
Sainsbury stores. Products
included are Boneless leg
joints and loin steaks, chops,
shoulder steaks and extra
lean mince. Andrew Tozer,
senior buyer. Fresh Meat,
said: "We have launched
Organic Pork in conjunction
with the Soil Association

6

in response to customer
demand and also to complete
the organic meat offering
alongside Beef and Lamb.
This is an extension of
the Premium Quality Pork
Range.
"Early sales have been very
encouraging and we expect
even greater improvement."

The system is administered
by the police, and the
partnership is just another
tool to help the majority of
honest staff to contribute
toward stock loss reduction.
Similar partnerships are
operated by The Post Office,
rail companies, BAA and
other retailers.
Crimestoppers began in
the USA in 1976 and since its
introduction into Britain in
1988, information received
has helped clear up 48,000
crimes.

Homebase's new
distribution centre is
now open and serving
160 stores in the south
of England.
Shear we go[ Chairman David
Sainsbury and Homebase chief
executive David Bremner cut the
ribbon with the help of supervisors
Jan Devereux and Darren Collett.

Swindon delivers the goods
Situated just off the M4, the
centre will employ the
equivalent of 120 full-time
staff and replaces the
previous site at West Mead,
Swindon.
The new centre is also
home to the horticultural
buying team at Homebase,
allowing closer contact with
the products.
Group chairman David
Sainsbury, who opened the
centre, congratulated staff
and suppliers for their

commitment toward opening
the distribution centre on
schedule.
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Video stars
Sainsbury's retail security
video, "What will happen to
me" has won a Creative
Excellence award at the US
International Film and Video
festival. The 16 minute video,
shot at Kiln Lane over three
days was released last autumn
as part of 'security week' and
forms part of the induction
process for newcomers.
Rod Smith of Venture,
the company that made the
video said: 'The management
and staff at Kiln Lane were a
great help - in fact some of
them are pretty good actors!"

Rrnup-widfi
Here's our regular round^ip of what's been going on across the Group..

SAINSBURY'S
SUPERMARKETS
24 HOUR CHRISTMAS TRADING
On the 19,22 and 23 December, 147
JS stores will be trading 24 hours.
This means that customers can
shop in these stores from Sam on
22 Monday right through to 5pm on
Christmas Eve.
SOUTH WOODFORD EXTENSION
South Woodford has been granted
planning permission for a store
extension. A number of difficult
issues were resolved through
intensive public consultation
between Group Property Affairs and
local residents. The council was
particularly impressed with the
professional and constructive
manner of these face-to-face
meetings.
HITCHIN GETS GO-AHEAD

Sip, slurp,
hurray!

Bakery success
Congratulations go to the Bakery teams at Merton Savacentre
and JS Pepper Hill for beating off all other major retailers and

Planning permission has been
granted to build a new store at
Hitchin in Herts. The old store will
close and all staffthere will be
offered jobs in the new store. The
expected completion date is
summer'98.

taking two of the top three places at the 1997 Bakery Awards.

(I to r) Jane Hughes, Rebecca Null
and Lindsay Tales celebrate their

Richard Buxton, Merton's
bakery manager, was awarded
Instore Bakery Manager of
the Year and Steve Almond,
bakery manager at Pepper
Hill, was one of the two

runners-up. Merton is the
biggest-taking bakery within
the Group and bakes all its
products on the premises.
Look out for our bakery
feature on page 15.

Savacentre

exam success.

There's been plenty to
celebrate in the head office
wine department recently.
Rebecca Hull, buyer of New
World and German wines,
has just become a Master of
Wine. Only 211 people in the
world have such a title and
only 37 of these are women.
Ninety-two candidates took
the tough exam this year and
only 11 passed so Rebecca
definitely deserves a glass or
two for all her hard work!
Not to be outdone, Jane
Hughes, deputy wine marketing manager, and Lindsay
Talas, buyer of wines from
Italy, Spain and Portugal are
also celebrating success in
the Wines and Spirits Education Trust Diploma exam.
Lindsay excelled herself by
scooping the Italian prize. All
three should be toasted for
their success, especially as the
trio did most of their
studying in their spare time.
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GMTV STAR VISITS TAPLOW
As part ofthe'I Love Wine'
promotion, GMTV's wine expert,
Charles Metcalf, recently held wine
tasting sessions in various JS
coffee shops around the country.

Celebrity visit to Leeds

ALL KIHED OUT
Stockton is sponsoring its local
football team, Hardwick United. The
store presented the team of 13 to
14-year-olds with a full kit as well
as footballs and other soccer
equipment. Let's hope they have a
successful season.

H9MIIEI1ASIE
OPENINGS
Recent conversion stores to open
have included Exeter Huddersfield,
High Wycombe and Ayr
HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
A two-page Homebase lighting
advertorial will appear in the
November issue of House Beautiful
magazine which is on sale now.

SAINSBURY^
BANK
SAVINGS MILESTONE
The Bank's deposits have been
growing at the rate of £50 per
second since it started in February
and its half a million customers
have now deposited over £1 billion.
SURVEY SATISFACTION
Independent research* shows that
over half of all Sainsbury's nine
million customers would trust
Sainsbury's Bank to look after their
money, while a further 23% are
interested. This gives the Bank a
potential of over 6.5 million
customers - and that doesn't
include non-Sainsbury's supermarket customers. Rodger
McArthur, chief executive, said:
"Next year will see the introduction
of additional savings, lending and
insurance products as we develop
the range of services which our
customers tell us they want."
* Research from the RSL Strategic Initiatives Monitor

WAKEFIELD OPENS FOR BUSINESS

HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY!

Dave Lee Travis showing staff at Savacentre Leeds how it's done.

Dave Lee Travis, the well
known radio DJ and Classic
Gold presenter, visited
Savacentre Leeds to celebrate
the successful launch of West
Yorkshire's Classic Gold radio
and also to launch the new

Classic Gold shopping trolley
advertising campaign. Since
it's launch in March, Classic
Gold has been a big hit with
listeners and Dave was on
hand to meet his many fans
and sign autographs.

To celebrate 20 years of Savacentre
all 13 stores organised a special
Fun Week which offered lots of fun
activities for the kids (and adults).
Highlights included stores selling
20 products at 1977 prices to
celebrate the 20 years that
Savacentre has been opened,plus a
chance to win an all-inclusive
Airtours family holiday to a
European destination. There was
also a chance to win 20 weeks of
free shopping at Savacentre. To see
how it all started 20 years ago see
this month's Archives page.

It may be a long way from its West
Yorkshire namesake, but a new
Shaw's in Rhode Island opened on
19 October The 71,520 sq ft store
boasts a deli, salad bar, produce,
seafood and fresh meat counters.
Additional services include an instore bank, a greeting card/party
centre, photo shop and dry
cleaning.
GEARING UP FOR THE HOLIDAY
SEASON
The company is preparing for the
official start ofthe US 'holiday'
season which begins the week prior
to Thanksgiving Day w/c 23
November. Then, all Christmas
ranges will be displayed.

NEWSROUND

Great things come to
those who wait
Arthritis sufferer David Paterson has raised £250,000 for the Arthritis and Rheumatism Council all by collecting outside Sainsbury's Group stores.
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Karen McHugh, produce
manager at Wigan, along
with Claire Woosey, floral
controller at Blackfriars and
designer Helen Congreve,
mounted an eye-catching
display that was made up of a
variety of fresh fruit, vegetables, salads and flowers
including a multitude of
colourful and exotic products, from chicory to pink

tomatoes. The centre-piece
of the display was an arrangement of cut flowers placed
on an electric turntable
which included sunflowers
and Longiflorum Lilies.
Most of the produce, which
was mainly provided by local
suppliers in Lancashire and
Cheshire, was given to
homeless charities after the
event.

Sign of goodwill
A substantial donation by
Sainsbury's Buntingford
depot has made it possible
for Buntingford Civic Society
to erect a hand-carved town
sign. Richard Penniall,
distribution centre manager
at Buntingford, told the
Journal: "This demonstrates
the measure of the depot's
goodwill towards the town of
Buntingford and also commemorates the 30th anniversary of the depot's reconstruction." The town sign was
unveiled by Joan Purvis,
widow of Charles Purvis who
initiated the project.
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Joan Purvis proudly unveils
Buntln£ford's new town sign.
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David, who has suffered from
arthritis since childhood
began fundraising after
becoming one of the first
people in the country ro be
treated with carbon fibre in
his knee joints, enabling him
to walk properly: "The
operation cost £12,000 and I
initially wanted to raise that
amount."
Raising the initial £12,000
didn't take too long so David
decided to set his sights a bit
higher: "In 1991 I decided I
wanted to travel and collect
in different areas, always
from
Sainsbury's
and
Homebase customers. I
gradually saw the figures
increase." David's £250,000
milestone was reached earlier
this year with the official
handover of the cheque
taking place at Edinburgh
Savacentre in late September.
David plans to continue
collecting at JS stores: "I
really appreciate all that JS,
Savacentre and Homebase
managers and staff have done
over the last few years." P i ^
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Hill Irvine, sfpre director at Edinburgh Savacentre
(left) with David Paterson and a cheque for £250,000.

Goodbye Mr Terry!
It was the end of
an era when
Michael Terry
retired from
Fanhams Hall after
being the house
manager for
eleven years.

Cheers, then!
Michael Terry (left)
waves goodbye to
Frazer Rendeil and
Fanhams Hall.

Michael has been with
Fanhams almost since its
opening and has seen the
building go through major
refurbishments, with many
years of living on a building
site with portacabins, until it
became the magnificent
building that it is now.
Michael has also seen a major
increase in the amount of
business that Fanhams enjoys

and he has been a significant
factor in helping to increase
the level of wedding trade
and dinner dances that now
take place every week.
The new house manager
is Frazer Rendell who has
worked closely with Michael
over the last four years and
we wish him and Michael
success in their respective
futures.
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Sainsbury's
uncorked

Reward for
children
Reward Card donations to the NSPCC have reached
£150,000, three times the original target level of £50,000.
The NSPCC, one of our
Reward Card partners, would
like to express a big 'thank
you' toJS staff and customers
for contributing to their
charity. The donations have
helped them to carry out
vitally important work in the
area of child protection and
in the prevention of cruelty
to children.
The NSPCC operates
over 120 teams and projects
throughout England, Wales
and Northern Ireland and
works in conjunction with
Children 1*^, its sister organisation in Scotland. The
money raised through the
Reward Card scheme has
been used to fund these
services as well as helping the
NSPCC to facilitate several
new developments such as
the establishment of the
NSPCC Child Protection
Helpline with textphone to
enable hard-of-hearing callers
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to access the free telephone
service.
Reward vouchers can be
exchanged in store for a
£2.50 donation to the
NSPCC, and the company
matched the first £50,000
contribution pound for
pound. In keeping with
Sainsbury's commitment to
being a socially responsible
retailer, we have extended
our link with the NSPCC
until March 1998, so if you or
your customers want to
donate your Reward points to
this cause you have an extra
six months to do so. For
further information please
call Clare Reichenbach at
Blackfriars on ext 0948.

NSPCC
CHILDREN
DOVAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY FOR
PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO CHILOREN

Sainsbury 's had a
prime site at the 1997
Festival ofFood and
Wine at London's
Olympia. The Journal
clinked a glass or two
at the event.

Just a drop more! Oriean James from
East Dulwleh keeps the punters'
glasses filled.
Julian Dyer (right) and Ruth Watson
(centre) show how cheese should be
served.

There's a strong, almost overpowering mix of aromas in the hall certainly coffee and something that smells like curry! The
Sainsbury's stand is near the door and it's easy to spot, with the
Sainsbury's logo both horizontal and vertical (any visitors who drink
more than they should will be able to see it's the JS stand whichever
way they end up!).
The stand is divided roughly in half between food and wine and,
as well as the elegant displays of Sainsbury's Christmas (yes, it's
getting closer!) ranges of cheese and hampers, there's a chance to
try out our Extra Mature Stilton. Cheese buyer Julian Dyer is
manning the stand and explains why he's there: "We're highlighting
the Extra Mature Stilton and Goat's Cheese - we want to show people
the difference between the standard product and the extra mature
one."
Thejoumah not sure what the difference is, but Julian is able to
explain: "Standard Stilton is matured for 10-12 weeks and is drier
and less creamy. The older, mature product is kept for 14-16 weeks
and the taste starts to soften - it doesn't get stronger but smoother
and richer." Next to Julian is cheese consultant and Sainshiry's, The
Magazine vtriter Ruth Watson, who is demonstrating the best ways to
prepare and serve cheese.
A new tray of Stilton samples appears. In danger of being
trampled by the crowd, it's time to move on round the stand to
where demonstrator Kate McBain is showing visitors how to make a
lemon dessert in a chocolate casing. When she starts there's only
one person watching - by the time she's piping Creme Fraiche onto
the desserts and adding frosted grapes around eight people are
eagerly awaiting the chance to guzzle her handiwork.
Saving the best until last, it's on to the wine tasting area. Oriean
James, BWS assistant from East Dulwich store is a show veteran:
"Business is brisk. Customers enjoy sampling, it gives them a chance
to try wines they wouldn't normally buy.
"I've been telling all my regular customers to come along - I've
seen some already and I'm expecting to see more."
Suitably fed and watered after sampling all the stand has to offer
(all in the name of duty, of course), it's sadly time to go. In fact, it's
time for everyone to go because they're closing for the night.
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OPENINGS

Leigh
New-Leigh opened!
Sainsbury's first store in
Leigh was opened by chief
executive Dino Adriano. It
boasts a delicatessen,
fresh meat and fish counters and baby changing
facilities. Shoppers were
entertained throughout the
day by a local choir from
Lowton High School.

Opening date: 14 October 1997
Address: Parsonage Retail Park,
Parsonage Way, Leigh, Greater
Manchester, WN7 5SJ
Opened by: Chief executive Dino Adriano
Store manager: Gordon Davy
Project manager: Rob Carpenter
Staff: 273 (242 nevK jobs)
Sales area: 30,000 sq ft (2,737 sq m)

r

Car park: 533 spaces

Checking out from an
early age. Packer Maria
Halllday and cashier
Louise Franklin help one
of the store's younger
customers.
Meat-Ing the demand • l-r
Stella Cap, David Prescott,
Philip Butterworth, Simon
Travis and Linda Ollenton.
Sherry good! Rosalind
Best suggests a top tipple.
Deborah Reynolds makes
sure the flowers are up to
scratch.
Senior produce assistant
David Roach perks up the
peppers.
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Oswestry
Opening date: 14 October 1997
Address: Blackgate Street, Oswestry,
Shropshire, SY11 2EF
Opened by: Retail director
Robin Whitbread
Store manager: Steve Tranter
Project manager: John Kemsley
Staff: 160 (150 new jobs)
Sales area: 22,500 sq ft (2,090 sq m)
Car park: 255 spaces

A blimp malies sure the
store is visible all across
town

The chill in the air as Oswestry's new Country Town
store opened was a clear sign that autumn was
setting in. Brenda Purslow, the store's first
customer was there by default - her husband had
dropped her off at quarter to eight - before she
realised the store didn't open until half past nine.
She was well looked after though - staff plied her
with coffee in the staff restaurant until the doors opened to the music of JS store opening veterans, Jazz
Magic.
Also in the queue was
Norah Mcdonald. Her
daughter-in-law Catherine works at the store but
Norah herself once worked in the statisticians
department at Blackfriars,
leaving in 1950.

No, it's not a Formula One
starting grid, but Oswestry
customers waiting to check
out their new store.

©

Former Blackfriars
statistician Norah
McDonald meets Robin
Whitbread and manager
Steve Tranter.

Halifax
Opening date: 30 September 1997
Address: Wade Street. Halifax, West
Yorkshire, HX1 1SB
Opened by: Retail director,
Robin Whitbread
Store manager: Theresa Smith
Project manager: John Williams
Staff: 385 (115 new jobs)
Sales area: 33,690 sq ft (3,130 sq m)
Car park: 495 spaces

Retail director Robin Whitbread and new manager
Theresa Smith opened the store to the sound of
Congratulations played by the Halifax-based Friendly
Brass Band. By 11 am, the car park and store were completely full.
The new store is jam-packed with 'fresh' ideas including new eye-catching designs for the bakery, deli
and meat counters.
To help shoppers without cars get to and from the store, JS is funding a free 'hopper' bus service which
does a 10 minute round trip around the town starting and ending at the store.

Local primary schoolchildren
help Robin Whitbread and
Theresa Smith to open the
store.
The Friendly Brass Band play
Congratulations as the
ribbon is cut.

o

This dramatic night shot
shows off the company's
new externally lit signage to
dramatic effect. The llgliting
has been specially designed
to complement the store's
unique architecture.
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Survival for homeless people
is more than a never-ending
search for a roof over their
heads. Crisis Fareshare began
two years ago to make sure
shelters for homeless people
were able to provide a
balanced meal as well as a
bed. Now, as part of its
f ongoing community programme,
I Sainsbury's is helping the
* charity to support homeless
people across tlu^ UK. «.

.^.0^

# • *

Crisis provides much needed nutrition for London's homeless.

JS JOURf

any people are familiar with the Crisis name but
associate it only with Christmas. The charity
provides single homeless people with muchneeded shelter from the biting winter elements.
But the media soon tire of the heart-warming
tale and seldom report the work done during the rest of the year.
Deep in the bowels of a former MI5 building in one of the
less salubrious parts of south London is the rent-free
headquarters of Fareshare. This division of Crisis was created to
distribute food that chain store retailers could not sell, but was
perfecdy safe and edible.
As part ofJS's community involvment programme, the
Charitable Fund arranged a one-year secondment for store
manager Martin Bowden. His role is to help the charity both
streamline and expand its operations. When he first entered the
building he felt like Anneka Rice embarking on one of her
challenges, but had to resist the urge to turn around and walk
out when he saw the size of the task.
boosting the fleet with Sainsbury's vans. When Martin arrived.
Seconded store manager
Martin quickly arranged for the dilapidated building
. . .
Martin Bowden «rtth one
(which formerly housed some of the Government's most secret
he reahsed there were more immediate storage problems so he
„, 5^318 Fareshare's
operations) to be repainted - he also helped to acquire carpet
managed to acquire some oldJS store shelving.
delivery vans.
donated by M&S. He points out the quirky features of the
Larger freezers were needed - which was where Martin's
building built to withstand missile attacks: a blocked tunnel
contacts really came into play. He explains: "I had to network
leads to the police station across the road, the walls are three
like crazy so I could get some refrigeration in. I went to senior
feet thick and there is a mysterious car lift to the basement.
manager Roger Borer and asked him to twist the arms of major
James Bond would be proud of the building's
new use!
Crisis Fareshare was created to avoid food wastage and ensures
Crisis Fareshare was created to avoid food
wastage and ensures homeless people have a
homeless people have a more nutritious diet. Research shows that
more nutritious diet. Research shows that
three in five homeless people hardly ever eat
three in five homeless people hardly ever eat fresh food, making them
fresh food, making them more vulnerable to
diseases like tooth decay and tuberculosis.
more vulnerable to diseases like tooth decay and tuberculosis.
Shelters run on a shoestring budget and so
can't afford the nutritious food most of us
take for granted while at the same time, shops have to throw
suppliers." The ploy worked and Martin
away perfectly good food simply because it has passed its sell by
got more than he could have hoped for.
date, but not its 'best before' date. Now a number of JS stores in
Not only was he able to get hold of
London donate this food daily to Fareshare.
£10,000 of refrigeration from an old store
in North London, but Roger even
There are 400 day centres in London alone, but Fareshare
managed to get a contractor to agree to
can only service 22. Martin was brought in to enable Crisis to
transport and install it.
reach out to the others. He explains the problem is not getting
hold of the unwanted food because it's estimated that JS and
Martin is currently engrossed in
Tesco combined have to throw out several million pounds worth
ensuring that Crisis runs efficiendy of food every year.
"From my standpoint I cannot see why it
should not be run like a proper business."
Since JS became involved, the likes of Railtrack, some major
Job descriptions were created so
corporations and big London hotels have shown interest in
volunteers know exactly what they should
donating food, which Martin believes is down to both the media
do, and he is now putting together a business plan for the
coverage and the credibility brought by the involvement of a big
Martin and Crisis
volunteer Stef
operation. The intention is to effectively franchise Fareshare to
supermarket. He plans to start picking up food from the staff
Cormack with a
councils in other parts of the country to help homeless people
restaurant in Blackfriars and from the depots soon, where spoilt
donation of biscuits.
it iias been
outside London starting with Southampton (a popular
labels mean perfectly edible perishables are currently wasted.
confirmed tiiat five
destination
for
the
young
London
homeless
in
the
summer).
Food safety is a major priority. All the charity's good work
more Crisis
Fareshare centres
Crisis may have benefited but the former Kingsbury store
could be undone in an instant with the report of someone
are being planned
manager has learnt a lot too. He says: "I would never really
falling ill as a result of a donation. Marks & Spencer was one of
for the UK.
come across homeless people in my normal life - so it has given
the founder suppliers of food in 1995 and Martin has built on
me a lot more humanity. I was Mr Suburbia and so naive that
the hygiene and food handling principles it laid down: "I bring
I hardly realised these people existed. I have a richer underthe knowledge and technology and best practice from JS. I'm
standing of the problems out there and the necessity for these
not trying to run Fareshare for Crisis - they get to adapt the
people to get the food rather than it going to waste. If I can get
supermarket food handling techniques for themselves." Even
another two schemes up and running I will really feel I have
food handlers in the day centres have been trained byJS food
achieved something."
handling experts and nutritionists.
A sandwich chain helped provide the handful of
refrigerated vehicles for the distribution, but there is talk of
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Many people have been wondering why J Cosmetics have disappeared from our shelve

>

r/7e JS Journal decided to find out the reasons for this dramatic change.

e new^world
of cosmetics
Malissa Paice from
West Green,
Crawley applying
the final touches to
her makeover.

Staff and consumers can't have failed to notice over the last month that J Cosmetics have
been replaced in all stores with Oil of Ulay cosmetics, and a selection of the following four
brands: Max Factor, Cover Girl, Rimmel and L'Oreal.
But why has the J brand gone? Oliver Black of Procter & Gamble, who has been working
with Sainsbury's to market the new lines and provide staff training, told us: "It was a hard
decision to get rid of the four foot space allocated to the J range, but it was 15 years old
and was always going to be regarded as a budget brand. It had become out-dated so we
decided to replace it with a new range that is modern and attractive to today's cosmetics
consumers. Oil of Ulay is the UK's number one skincare brand. It is trusted and targets a
wide age range of women. The cosmetics industry is worth £511 million a year and
Sainsbury's has only a 2% market share."

Oliver has high hopes that the company can improve on this figure: "A
test market has been in place in the South-West over the past year and our Marsh Mills store in Plymouth has
A^
increased its market share from 2% to 9%! This Oil of Ulay range is the kick-start, if we get this right
" .
we can change the way people buy
their cosmetics.
"Supermarkets have actually
built barriers to prevent people
'. . •
from buying cosmetics till now.
*
«
For example, 76% of consumers want to
test before they buy, but we have not
allowed them to do so. By providing testers,
increasing availability and range, and by
maintaining our displays, we believe we
can break down these barriers and change consumers' attitudes
to buying cosmetics overnight."
^t^
To let staff know why this change has taken place, Sainsbury's and
Procter & Gamble ran training days in each of the six regions prior to
the launch, attracting mainly Health and Beauty assistants. Oliver
explained: 'The objective of these training days has been to provide
the necessary information to staff so that they will be able to offer advice,
knowledge and help to customers regarding the new look of cosmetics in their store." Claire Donnelly, the training projects
co-ordinator, added: "Store managers need to realise just how profitable cosmetics can be. You can make as much profit from
one black mascara as you can from twelve family-sized packs of
toilet-roll!"
^ ^ H b i l of Ulay is the UK's number one skincare brand. It is trusted and
Staff attending the training days seemed to think they were a
^ H ^ t a r g e t s a wide age range of women. The cosmetics industry is worth
good idea, especially the make-overs which some of them
^m
£511 million a year and Sainsbury's has only a 2% market share.
received. Sharon Lane, chief display assistant at Maidstone, said:
"This is what the customer wants to know - what to use and how to
use it. People do tend to shop under one roof so if the stock is in
place and the displays look good, the launch should go well. The
brands being introduced target a wide range of ages and
fashions." Pat Manouch summed it up for everybody: "I think it'll
be quite a hit!"

r
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After the relaunch of
JS's bakery department
we visited Harringay
store to speak to bakery
manager, Caren
Hensman and find out
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what's new instore.

St

FRESH FACTS AMD FIGURES
•

JS bakes three million loaves
a week, using 100 tonnes of
flour a day.

•

Our new bakery range
includes 21 different white
loaves, 10 brown loaves,
11 different baguettes and
14 different rolls.

•

White bread is still more
popular than brown.
Wholemeal is still the most
popular brown bread.

•

Only natural vegetable oil is
used for baking which
ensures the bread stays
softer and fresher for longer
and is suitable for
vegetarians.

•

Sainsbury's is the only
supermarket with a range of
continental breads that are
made with authentic
ingredients and cooked

To satisfy customer needs, Sainsbury's is now providing freshly
baked bread, hot from the oven throughout the day. "It's been
a great success and we've been frantically busy because of the
quick turn-over," says Caren. To ensure there is freshly baked
bread available when the store opens, one of Harringay's bakers
arrives at six in the morning to get a head start before
customers start queuing at about eight. "Our main objective is
no longer to provide a full display first thing in the morning
because most of our trade takes place after 4pm. Instead, we
ensure that the key lines, those we know customers enjoy, are
put out freshly baked and hot when customers arrive later in
the day. Our baker leaves at about 10pm!"
The response has been overwhelming, not only for the
freshly baked breads, but also for the increased demand for
speciality breads. Over the past six years there has been a 117%
increase in sales of continental and speciality breads, including
a traditional German bread called Sunflower Bread, with
caramelised honey on its crust. "We are given about two weeks'
notice about the arrival of a new line," says Caren, "and we have
found the new range both challenging and exciting - the
customers are also intrigued!
'There is also a new selection of cakes, buns, rolls and teacakes which are showing a growth and making up 39% of the
total bread market. To tempt customers, we are offering
shoppers the chance to try these new products using a new style
of sampling tray modelled on the traditional ice-cream sellers'
tray. It's proved so popular that sales of products sampled have
quadrupled."
How does the bakery team cope with such an increase in
interest from customers at the store? "I have about 17 staff all of
whom have very specialised skills," says Caren. "Our bakers for
example, complete an 18 month training period before they are
qualified at Sainsbury's. As a result, unlike other departments

where they can quite easily get relief from other departments if
they are under-staffed, we have to stand in for each other when
someone is off." The staff have developed a strong team spirit
and an accommodating working schedule to meet this
challenge.
"My approach is very hands-on - I'm working in confectionery
today, for example," says Caren, who has developed a flexible
time-table to suit each member of her team. "It also gives staff
the opportunity to work in different areas of bakery and get a
better overview of how the department functions as a whole.
"We are very busy and the job is quite demanding, but it's
all part of the challenge. We get tremendous support from Dave
Wiltshire, our manager, which is so important when we are
working around the clock."
The/ouma/left Harringay realising that the success of
bakery's new challenge lies in a mixture of sheer hard work,
good planning, team spirit, common sense and the ability to
give customers what they want - freshly baked products available
throughout the trading day.

instore • these include French
bread, Danish pastries and
Italian breads.
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WRITELINES

Have your say
In a sweat
Rita Merriman,
part-time cashier,
Homebase, Stanway:
Question: Do you know how
many customers Homebase
lost due to the hot summer
days we had this year?
Answer: Lots and lots! You
just had to stand at the
checkouts at our store and
listen to the remarks which
the overheated customers
were making as they fled the
store. Comments like: "Can't
Mr Sainsbury afford airconditioning?", "I'd like to stop,
but It's far too hot in here",
"How on earth do you all work
here? It's unbearable," and
"It's worse than a back street
sweatshop!" What is going to
be done about this?
Peter Guildford,
retail director, hHomebase,
replies:
Due to the size and indeed the
volume of a typical Homebase
store the cost to Install and
run air-conditioning would be
considerable. Not only do we
need to be aware of the
additional cost we also need
to consider energy
consumption in terms of

STAR
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FRAGRANTLY BORED

£10

Gaynor Pearce,
branch personnel manager, Newcastle:

SI

Staff at Newcastle were quite intrigued when we introduced
perfumes and aftershaves to the store many moons ago. That
intrigue, I'm afraid to say, has been replaced by boredom
brought on by the total lack of new lines and fresh new
fragrances that all high street stores and even 'discounted
drugstores' now seem to sell. If staff are totally bored by the
'old and dated' fragrances that we now offer, surely our
customers must feel the same? We have found this reflected
in our poor sales, no matter how hard we try to encourage
purchases. While we appreciate that some perfume houses
will only introduce new fragrances to department stores and
specialised outlets, surely we can improve our selection and
offer what the customer really desires? Fresh ideas? Would
someone please introduce some to the 'fine fragrances'?
Jon Arnold, senior buyer, personal care replies:
As our fragrances have to be sourced from wholesale
suppliers, it is not possible to stock the very latest new lines.
However, as these products become more readily available,
we introduce them into our stores. The range of perfumes
and aftershaves available instore has always been limited by
the display space available in the kiosk. Our Pharmacy stores
offer a slightly larger selection due to Increased space. The
current offering of 43 lines is, however, about to be increased
to 70 lines with the introduction of the Christmas 1997 range.
This extended range will be introduced into our top 150
stores. The range will include products such as Calvin Klein,
Dolce & Gabanna, Jean Paul Gaultier and Paco.
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minimizing environmental
impact.
Added to the above we
have the benefit that in
general, Homebase customers
dress to season in an Informal
manner, so we could therefore
be faced with the problem that
a customer in shorts and
t-shirt is cold in the summer
With these considerations in
mind It is therefore difficult to
promote the use of air-conditioning in Homebase stores
which would only be of benefit
on a few days each year

Pump up
the volume
Urmash Fatania,
price controller, Bolton:
I work as a price controller
and, well, I find the job a bit
boring. What would be good
and could improve sales is to
have music in the store with
adverts between each tune.
You could have a DJ in a room
and let him/her play the
customers' choice of music.
Customers would love it and
on Saturday night you could
have dance music to get them
all in the mood to have a good
night. No one does this right
now so why don't we be the
first? Give it a try at our store,
1 will be happy to do the job.
Even if it is not me I don't mind
as long as there is music in
the store.
Bill Williams,
deputy retail director,
replies:
We have thought about this
from time to time but always
said "No" because It's so
difficult to please everybody
with tastes from Shostakovich
to the Spice Girls! Homebase
plays music, and has recently
changed from a rather bland
light muzak to a sort of Radio
2 style repertoire.
We do propose to
undertake a very modest trial,
overnight on a Friday at one or
two of our 24-hour trading
stores to test reaction, but as
far as music all day. It's

unlikely and some way off.
However, the thought of
some fast heavy rock to get
you all filling up like crazy is
quite appealing! As is the
thought of some Chopin to
soothe our customers on busy
Friday late nights!

North South
Divide?
Elizabeth White,
checkout/replenishment
assistant and More Choice
helper, Middlesborough:
A s a 'More Choice' helper I
feel that this programme
should have been regional not
nationwide. The stores in the
north are much fewer in
numbers than the south,
consequently we will be left
with the products that
southerners want in their
stores, not what our customers
wish to see in the northern
stores.
Penny Forward,
senior project manager,
customer relations, replies:
Before launching the campaign
we were concerned about this
very issue and we did
consumer tests on how we
should deliver the project The
results showed that regionality was a minor concern and
what they really wanted was to
have their say
This was supported by the
research carried out after the
voting period, but It is clearly
an Issue for our staff.
We would not have been
able to carry out the campaign
before Christmas if we had
done a regional vote as it is far
more complex, and we wanted
to be first on this.
However, based on the
data and the 250,000 votes we
have now got back we are
looking to see how localised we
need to be to really make a
difference in the overall
outcome. We will use this on
which to base future voting.
Looking at the final top 100 it is
fairly generic, I would not say
there was any southern bias.
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CHRISTMAS
VOUCHERS
Julie Horton,
fresh food replenishment
assistant, Lee Green:
I have worked for
Sainsbury's for seven years
and, like my colleagues, I
look forward to our
Christmas bonus. The only
problem is, why are we
taxed on this? If it is to do
with the law then maybe I
could suggest that we are
given company vouchers.
That way we can still treat
ourselves to something nice
and the Company still gets
the profits.
Sally Watson,
senior manager,
pay and benefits
planning, replies:
Julie, thanks for this
suggestion which would be
a very good idea if only the
Inland Revenue would allow
us to do it! Unfortunately,
there would still be tax to
pay if the gift was given in
vouchers. We won't want to
reduce choice on where the
gift can be spent unless
there were some financial
benefits for our people.

BABY IN A
MANGER

A H O Y T H ER E , A N D Y
Debby Eley, Homebase,
Clacton-on-Sea:

^^^H

Here is a photo of Andy Hoy,
deputy manager at Clactonon-Sea. We thought that if
ever the 'model' for our
advertising posters goes off
^C f^^\ 1 1 1 ^ 1sick maybe you might give
Andy a call!

Sarah Lee, senior home
economist, Blackfriars:
As you can see, my new baby
daughter, Anna, is settling in
very nicely indeed.
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A tankful of
thanks!

LETTER

SELF SCANNING BLUES

Margaret Dench,
customer, Newhaven:

Elizabeth Lamb, checkout assistant, Dalston:
Regarding the self scanning article in the Aug/Sept Journal, I would like you to address the following three concerns:
1) It will cost jobs on the customer services because fewer cashiers will be needed.
2) It increases the risk of theft as customers will not want to unpack their shopping and go through the checkout for a spot check.
3) The self scanners will be extremely expensive to replace when they get broken, as they could well do, especially if children get
hold of them.
Dennis Fuller, senior project manager covering self scanning, replies:
The introduction of self scanning has not meant the loss ofjobs In any store where the system has been Installed to date, nor will any
person lose their job In the future due to its Introduction. It is true that It's faster for the customer at the front end, however,
additional hours are generally required in other areas of supporting the service such as customer training and registration.
Random checks are part of the service which customers agree to when they register to use the service. While some customers
don't like having these checks done (as It removes some of the time saving benefits Express Shop
brings) most customers do recognise the need for such checks. I would agree that the concept of
customers scanning their own shopping raises questions over errors and the potential for
theft/fraud. However, the great majority of people are honest and there are a number of Inbuilt
safeguards. While there are many anecdotes of what might be done by the minority actual cases of
detected deliberate dishonesty In Express Shopping are few and far between, especially when taking
account of the very large number of customers using these facilities. The vast majority of instances
Karen Smith, wife of Andy
where checks have been carried out have shown the customers to be correct I am sure that when
who is a department
self service was first introduced there were exactly the same concerns.
manager at Crosby store,
The handsets are remarkably sturdy I actually proved that to myself when one was dropped to
died recently after waging a
the floor from head height and, much to my relief It didn't break!
ten-year battle against brain

THANKYOU
FOR YOUR
SUPPORT

Reward
worries
Doreen Sawyer,
checkout/replenishment
assistant, Warren Heath:
Like many others, I am
concerned about the effect the
Reward voucher system is
going to have on stores around

ALWAYJ

Pat Johnstone, the widow of
Woodhall Farm's store
manager, Da\idJohnstone,
who died earher this year: "No
one could possibly anticipate
or prepare themselves for the
suddenness and shock of
losing somebody precious
like Dave. He made me feel
incrediblv special, as he did
with all who came in to
contact with him. He always
strived to bring out the best in
people, in a gentle, respectful
way. I feel a terrible sense of
loss for myself and our
children, Matthew, Rachel
and our new born daughter,
Claire Eunice, and all the
people who knew and cared
for Dave. I take great comfort
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Christmas time. Although I
appreciate the multiple choice
the vouchers offer customers
and the cost that would be
carried by Sainsbury's if they
were to issue higher value
vouchers, to give customers an
option, would it not be possible
to programme our keyboards
so that if they wished to have
the value of vouchers for their
groceries then we could have a
prompt that came up,

lERED

from the many cards, letters
and phone calls and the huge
attendance at his funeral.
Such a strong indicator of
how supported we were and
how much of an impact his
life has had on those who
knew him."
The following tribute
came from David's former
colleagues at Woodhall Farm:
"We miss him greatly and will
continue to do so for years to
come. At Christmas,
especially, we will remember
him fondly for his Tom Jones
impersonation and the
entertainment he provided
every year in the past."

e.g. 'Reward Vouchers 12'.
Once this prompt
appeared we would ask the
customer if they would like
this deducted from their bill
and if we pressed 'No' on the
keyboard it would then ask if
the customer would like
vouchers and we could
proceed as we do now by
either entering in the amount
of vouchers required or 'No'.
By doing this it would give the
customer the option of using
the vouchers accrued for their
groceries without the cashier
having to go through the
process of issuing vouchers
and then having to deal with
customers redeeming high
amounts of vouchers on later
visits. This would also give
customers the option to save
rewards towards Air Miles,
Dry Cleaning & Days Out etc.,
and would allow Sainsbury's
to retain their image of high
standard service without
customers having to suffer
long delays.
Linda Bosley,
manager, branch
procedures, replies:
By the end of November, all
stores with the ISS scanning
system will have the ability for
customers to take any
accrued Reward Vouchers as
'money off their shopping.
This works in a similar
way to your
suggestion.

tumours. Karen and Andy
met while working at JS
Kempston and Karen
completed 14 years with JS
before leaving after the birth
of their first child. Andy
wrote these words to the
Journal:
There have been over ten
years many lovely words
and gestures of caring and
compassion shown towards
Karen and myself especially
during the last desperate
months. I wish to express
my deep and sincere
gratitude to the many
people (management and
staff) who over the years
have come to know both
Karen and myself But a
special heartfelt thank you
to the management and staff
at Crosby store, who I will be
indebted to for a very long
time. Their generosity knew
no bounds.
Thank you.

I recently bought petrol at
Sainsbury's Newhaven petrol
station near Denton. Without
realising it, I dropped my
passport on the forecourt.
The staff in the office acted
quickly and within two days
I received my passport. I
greatly appreciate their help.
Each time I have bought
petrol there I've been
impressed by the friendliness
and courtesy of the staff. As a
token of my appreciation I
have written this silly ditty.
There once was a woman
from Whetstone,
Travelling home from la
France via Denton,
On Sainsbury's forecourt.
She dropped her passport
Unaware, her journey, she
went on.
Young ladies at work in the
office.
Consulted with one of their
bosses,
They rang her at home.
On her answer 'phone
And left a message of her
dire losses.
They called her to check the
next day,
Despite it being such a long
way,
"Nevermind we will mail
Your passport without fail"
Said the charming young
person, "Okay?"
So the lady is now in
possession
Of her passport and without
question.
Feeling happy and thankful.
That Sainsbury's tankful,
Inspired such courteous
attention.

Have your say
Do you have anything to get off your
chest? This is your chance to voice
your opinion and ask any questions
you may wish to put to management.
Ideas are also very welcome!
[Each issue we'll choose three 'star'
i letters and the authors will receive
I cheques for £20, £10 and £5
I respectively.
\ Please write or e-mail
to the address on page two,
marking your letter "Writelines".
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There was a time when a director's visit resembied a sergeantmajor's inspection. But the days of the big sticii approach ankgone
according to south western regional director Graham Nayior.
To see if it's true, the Journal foiiows him on a visit to Cobham.
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Ali Bhimani makes sure
rotation is up to date.

THE VISITOR
It was several years ago when the/oMnja/last
observed a store visit, and that ended with the
produce manager becoming the target for some
overripe fruit. But the usefulness of top brass
throvring tantrums and grapefruits has been
challenged in recent years and the dreaded
director's visit has become a little less dreaded.
According to south western regional director
Graham Naylor, there has been a change in culture
at JS: "It's not that we are any less demanding. We
still expect the highest possible standards. But we
are realistic. We accept that stores don't operate as
we would like them to all the time." This approach
sounds a long way from the demand of yesteryear
when everything had to be 110% perfect 120% of
the time. Are today's directors going soft?
The icy stare that greets the question says 'don't
even think it'. But no big stick appears. Instead we
get an answer: "It would be totally destructive if a
manager had valid reasons why something was
wrong and I didn't listen. Bawling people out for
problems beyond their control doesn't motivate
them or make them feel valued. In the short-term
we must solve the problem then get to the root
cause of it."
So there's no need for managers to try the old
tricks to get a good report? Tricks like bringing in
staff from neighbouring stores to make the front
end look good. Or shipping in chickens in car boots
to display?
Graham smiles: "I was a store manager myself
and I know what's been done in the past to create a
false impression. But we are not in the business of
kidding each other any more. "I like to see reality so
that I can make a true assessment of the offer we're
providing our customers and how my stores are
meeting our customer needs."
Progressive words, but will the visit live up to
them once we get inside the store?

THE VISIT
First on the agenda is an informal chat with
Cobham's store manager Dominic Price, followed
by a detailed analysis of customer numbers and

Above: Gail Bright and Steve Slieplierd (riglit) listen to Graham's
comments on a new health and beauty display.

takings. Then it's off to produce.
As Graham, Dominic and produce manager
Wayne Vidler walk the department looking at
quality and layout, the trio are approached by a
customer who is having trouble hand-scanning the
bar-code on a bag of apples. Graham is often
approached by customers who have guessed he
must be someone high up in the 'hierarchy' and
has to answer queries on many topics: "I also get a
lot of constructive comments, particularly about
what wonderful staff we have. It's nice to hear
because it shows that positive relationships are
being forged with our customers. Listening to them
and responding to what they are saying is critical to
our success."
Wayne quickly solves the apple problem by
scanning in a bag with a correctly printed code
then he, Dominic and Graham turn their attention
to a higher source of concern - a warm air
ventilator in the ceiling. Malfunctioning sensors in
the store's temperature control system are blowing
too much warm air around the root vegetables
display. Dominic explains that the problem is being
investigated, but he is concerned at the time being
taken to resolve it. Graham's reaction is instant:
"I'll have to get on to this because it needs to be
solved quickly. It's no good
everyone writing reports if
in the interim the leeks are
wilting!"
Graham moves on
round the store, taking in
the meat department and
inspecting the poultry

display followed by a trip up the provisions aisle
then on to the deli. As he goes he refers to his
Cobham dossier containing detailed figures for
every department in the store, or as Graham puts it:
"I've got inform-ation here on everything about
Cobham except the colour of the manager's socks!
I believe it is impor-tant to have key data to review
with store managers all aspects of a store's financial
control. I can then make an informed assessment of
a store's performance."
At the bakery he pauses to wish good luck to
confectioner Angela Prout who is about to start
maternity leave, then a tour of grocery begins. All is
going well until Graham spots three promotional
dried fruit lines out of stock. Bad news vnth the
Christmas cake baking season just around the
corner. Graham's PA Andy Baggs is summoned and
instructed to find out why the lines are in short
supply.
So it seems that buyers and distribution staff are
subject to inspection too. Graham sees it differently
though: "We're not in a blame culture trying to trip
up buyers or depots. If something is impacting on
customer service then we go back to the centre and
get it resolved. It's not about pointing fingers, it's
about solving problems."
Andy returns with the information - buyers have
already remedied a temporary shortage due to
insufficient supplies from the US. Happy with the
outcome, Graham moves on to checkouts where
assistant manager Jackie Foster explains how a
shortage of cashiers is preventing her from trialling
the 'none-in-front' policy.
Dominic explains that the store's personnel
manager is organising recruitment evenings and
Graham accepts the staff shortage as a temporary
fact of life, but this does not mean he is happy, and
he makes a note to say more on the recruitment
issue in his end-of-visit summing up.
Unfortunately for/oMrna/readers, the summing
up with Dominic and his deputies is a private
discussion, but we button-hole Dominic when it's
over and ask how things went. Says Dominic: "Very
constructive. He picked up one or two silly
mistakes, and I'll be putting a couple of people on
the spot about those. But I'm sure I won't need to
say much."
A final question. Does Dominic think the days
of the big stick approach to visits are truly over? He
replies: "These days, if there is a problem, as long as
you can demonstrate that you are doing everything
in your power to put it right and prioritise, then the
director will be reasonable and will listen."

If you have any views about directors' visits, we'd like to hear from you. Send your comments to the address on page 2 and mark your envelope 'Writelines'.
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How's distribution doing?
They're often the unsung heroes in any retail operation - the men and women who help to move
goods from A to B. To find out if the people in a JS managed distribution centre feel neglected,
the Journaltook a trip to Buntingford in Hertfordshire and asked 'how's life in distribution?'

Can you imagine how empty our shelves would be if the
company's 21 distribution centres forgot to deliver their
usual 12 million cases of products one week? Doesn't
bear thinking about, does it? Yet, despite their vital
importance to the business, distribudon centres are
often forgotten by staff working in the mainstream of
retail operadons.

^•R

Distribution centre manager Ricliard Penniall
outside tlie Buntingford depot.
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Distribution centre manager Richard Penniall shows the centre to so many visitors
that he certainly doesn't see Buntingford as a forgotten outpost - in fact the
opposite is true!
But in spite of all this attention, does Richard genuinely feel in touch with
the retaihng spirit? Richard nods firmly: "Without a doubt. Whatever happens
in the retail operation affects us direcdy here. Just as the company has changed
the way it trades in the last few years, with Sunday trading and 24-hour
openings, so we've had to change the way we work."

The changes in JS's trading pattern have also led to a restructuring of the
management at Buntingford: "Instead of managers for the separate warehouses
we now have shift managers who oversee the whole operation for each of the
three shifts ('earlies', 'middles' and 'nights'). We also have team leaders who
oversee teams of ten or so warehousemen, and team managers who supervise
the team leaders giving much more effective lines of communication on the
shop-floor."

Teamwork
^ ^ The man doing most of the
communicating at the time of the
JoumaHs visit is acting shift manager
Andy Taylor. In between talking to
team managers in the warehouses, he
manages to squeeze out an explanation of how things work: "Warehousemen work in teams - some take goods
off from suppliers' lorries while others
run away and store. On the heaviest
days in the perishables warehouse we
have nearly 40 men receiving. As for
the non-perishables warehouse, that
receives about 1,500 pallets per day.
"The operations people produce
loading plans through TOPS (the
Transport Operations Planning
System), co-ordinating the vehicle fill
and the number of roll pallets in each
order. Each store's order is then held
in a designated lane ready for
loading. Every vehicle has a target
time to be loaded and to leave the
depot, and another time for when it
should reach the store."
^ One of the people responsible for
making TOPS tick is operations clerk,
Jim Fish, one of half a dozen clerks in
the Operations office on the middle
shift. When he's not updating the
Distributed Stock Control System
(DISCO) on the comings and goings
of the million plus cases of products
that pass through Buntingford every
week, he's handing out assembly sheet
instructions to pickers that show the
warehouse aisle and slot references
where they can find the products.
Meanwhile, as another thick pile
of delivery paperwork is passed to Jim through a hatch, the question is put to
him of whether he thinks other parts of the company tend to forget about
distribution centres and the work they do. His fingers flying over his keyboard,
Jim gives a small shrug and says: "I don't think people really have much time to
think about it in stores or anywhere else. I'm sure they're as busy as we are. But I
feel I know what's going on in the stores, especially when I see special offers
coming through, like a three for two promotion, and then I see it in the store
when I go shopping."

One of the drivers responsible for
delivering what goes 'out of here' is
David Thrussell. His contact with
people at stores is limited but happy:
"I only ever really see back door staff.
But they're always very friendly, except
maybe at Christmas when they're
tearing their hair out. Then they don't
really have time for niceties."
All alone on the highway, is it easy
for David to feel like he's part of JS?
The reply is instant: "I never forget it.
We are always being told that when we
are out driving, we are ambassadors
for the company."
In the offices it's a bit more
difficult to feel in touch, according to
personnel secretary Alyson Corbett: "I
do feel a bit like we're out on a limb
when things which should be distributed everywhere - like the JS Journal always come to us last." Is the feeling
of being out on a limb aggravated by
not having any contact with other JS
staff? Alyson is quick to contradict:
"We do have contact. I have been to
Blackfriars for training courses, and
they have a lovely canteen up there
where everyone can meet, although
they do work in very confined spaces
in the offices."
Before heading back to the tiny
Journal office, there is time for a final
^^L
^p.
stop. The most important stop for
^^K^^S^^'^^m
many of Buntingford's workers - the
'^^9J>!»i*^~"1^
canteen. Says canteen supervisor,
Francis Dell: "Ninety per cent of our
customers are what I call the 'man on
the shop-floor, the workers'. We give a varied menu with healthy options, but
they love their steak and kidney pies and jam roly-poly."
And if you're wondering whether the lady who keeps Buntingford's army
marching on its stomach feels like she's genuinely a part of JS, suffice it to say
that Francis has been at the distribution centre for 28 years and that her father
spent 43 years with the company, starting as a driver and finishing up as a bacon
buyer.

BUNTINGFORD FACT FILE
^ Another person who keeps a look out for the products he's helped
distribute when he goes shopping is warehouseman Richard Pent. He's been at
Buntingford for 25 years and feels like he knows JS inside out, especially as he's
been a Journal reader all those years. As he says: "There's always a lot of
information in it" (a fiver in the post, sir). Does he feel like life in a distribution
centre is harder than anywhere else in JS? After a backward glance at the stack
of beans he's just shelved, he pirouettes his reach truck and brings it experdy to
a stop, and says: "As long as you have a good shift manager, you're okay, and
that's probably the same wherever you are."
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Opened:1967
625 staff:
396 warehouse workers
103 drivers
46 managers and supervisors

Size of site: 34 acres
Wareliouslng: 310,300 sq ft
Weekly throughput: 1,062,800 cases
Stores served: 89

38 clerks
42 otiiers, including engineers
and canteen staff

Delivery mileage: 4,232,290 miles a year
Commodities stocked: 10,980
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Adventures of Debbie
down under

When Debbie Freebury from Savacentre head office won the Journal's 50th Anniversary

prize of a trip to Australia she promised to keep in touch. Well, as the postcards below
reveal, she didn't forget.
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Opportunity over the sea

Twenty
Five
alive!

Over 800 long servingJS
staff gathered at London's
prestigious Royal Lancaster
hotel for the annual 25 Club
dinner. T/ieJournal went
along to snap the event.

Top: Dinner is served in tlie sumptuous dining room at tlie Royal
Lancaster.
Above: Clocliwise - Brenda Baguiey, Sandra Jones, Nicii Cooper, Graliam
Adams, Ciiris Leaver (director of internai communications), Carol Wood
and Pat Low. All four iadies are first time '25ers' from Arnold.
Maureen Turp and Margaret Blane from Ciielmsford Central - 25 clubbers
for the first time!

PUNNING PERMISSION SOUGHT
^%

East Belfast

f%

Sprucefield

EXISTING STORES
CB

Forestside

C ^

Ballymena

PLANNING PERMISSION GRANTED
Newry
Craigavon
Coleraine
Londonderry
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We currently employ 1,407
staff in Northern Ireland but
with the opening programme,
double that figure is needed.
While many of these jobs will
be created in Northern
Ireland, there are opportunities for experienced management, especially deputies and
store managers, to transfer.
According to Rachel
Humphrey, in charge of
recruitment for Northern
Ireland, there are plenty of
reasons to go (aside from
improving your career
prospects!): 'Travelling is very
easy and the scenery is beautiful. Although house prices
are rising they're still cheaper
than the mainland and are
certainly better value. The
cost of living is cheaper and
your money goes further!"
Those aren't the only
compensations for leaving
England, as Rachel explains:
"Sainsbury's looks after its
employees, and we're provid-

ing a special enhanced
relocation package as well as
paid flights home."
Flexible pay schemes
mean that employees can be
rewarded for their contribution, and the company's
relocation policy is being
extended to Northern
Ireland.
Mark Hankin, senior
deputy at Ballymena transferred to Northern Ireland
last year: "The opportunities
are massive. There are some
wonderful places to live and
it's a great environment for
social people.
"In terms of store
operations it's just the same
although we do source some
lines from local suppliers."
Applying couldn't be
simpler - freepost postcards
are being sent to each store
so if you're interested you
can contact Rachel directly.
She'll then get in touch with
you and your manager.
23

supersonic man
Squadron leader Andy Green has come a long way s m c ^ T i ^ a y ^ ^ part-time troMeTDOyaujrpmgto^
He's just become the fastest man on earth by driving ThrustSSC through the sound barrier and into the
record books. The JS Journal spoke to Andy's proud father, Tony, himself a JS veteran, about his son's
historic attempt.

T
What the paper* said - Tony and Batty
look at some of the hundreds of articles
that appeared about their record-

ony and his wife Betty live in Wroxham, a picturesque
village on the Norfolk Broads. This green and pleasant
setting is a far cry from the hot and hostile Black Rock desert in
Nevada where their eldest son has just smashed the land speed
record in the 105,000 horsepower jet car, ThrustSSC.
Tony himself became Sainsbury's chief fire officer in 1978
after 26 years with the Fire Service and all three of his sons
worked for JS at some point in their early lives.
The story really started two years ago in 1995 when RAF
Tornado pilot Andy responded to a rather unusual ad in the
Daily Tekgraph. It had been placed by the existing land speed

record holder Richard Noble who was looking for a driver to
break his own record speed of 633.468 mph, set 14 years ago in
1983.
After being short-listed, Andy and 30 other hopefuls were
put through a series of tough endurance tests which included
feats of physical endurance and, of course, driving skills. Once
they had been whittled down to a small group, each candidate
had to travel around the country to meet members of the
engineering team who were building the car and then write a
report. At this point, Tony gave his son some invaluable fatherly
advice: "I warned Andrew that the real point of this exercise

breaking son.

HISTORY IN THE MAKING - past record-breaking milestones

Date:
Location:
Driver:
CanSpeed:
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IB December 1898
Achdres
Gaston Chasseloup-Laubat

jMvtiad
nJ4mpk

1

21 July 1904
Ostend
Louis Rigolly
leirMjrfWf
1N.SS mpli
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Did you know?

WSESBM

ThrustSSC is 54ft long and
weighs 10 tons. It is powered by
two Rolls-Royce jet aircraft
engines and can go from Oto
An artist's Impression of TlirustSSC.

100 mph in4seconds. After 16
seconds ttie car is travelling at
600 mph.

was to allow the engineering crew to check out each prospective
driver and then say which one they would like to work with.
Basically, they were looking for a good team player." Sure
enough, the engineers did have their say and Andy was chosen
as the team's driver. The rest, as they say, is history.
It's been an exciting but nerve-racking time for Tony and
Betty. Even the engineers couldn't predict exactly how the car
would react after breaking the sound barrier. But throughout
the record-breaking attempts, Andy stayed in regular contact,
often calling after each run to let them know how he and the
car were getting on.

ember 196S
Bonneville
g Breedlove
no.Nmpt

4 October 19t!
Slack Rock
Richard Noble
nraHl
ill.Milipli
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15 October 1997
Black Rock
Andy Green
nnwIMC
lnvrtf 763.0S5 mph

t

brtaKJngtha wund luniflr

From day one, Andy made sure that he always kept his
family up to date with the team's progress and invited his
parents to Fontwell near Chichester to see the car being built
and meet the rest of the team. "That was great," says Tony, "the
only thing we weren't allowed to do was sit in the driver's seat
because it had been specially
•••••^•i^^^^^""""
moulded to Andy's body. I'm not
surprised they had that rule
From day one, Andy
because the seat cost around
made sure that he
£100,000 to make!"
Tony recalls the day when the
always kept his
record was smashed: "We'd just
family up to date
watched it on TV and were going
with the team's
to bed when the phone rang.
progress and invited Andy was over the moon and we
couldn't say 'well done' loud
his parents to
enough." At this point Tony
Fontwell near
pauses to mention his second son,
David, who died of lymphoma
Chichester to see
nine years ago when he was just
the car being built
24. "He would have been so
and meet the rest of
pleased to have been here to see
the team.
what happened to his elder
^^^^^^^1^^^^^^^
brother."
The Journal v/as keen to find out
if Tony or Betty had seen any early signs in Andy's childhood of
what he would go on to achieve, but Tony is quick to downplay
the family's influence: "We're just old-fashioned parents with
old-fashioned values and we were privileged to bring him up.
We tried to bring our three boys up properly and encouraged
them that if they tried hard enough they would achieve their
ambitions. It was important that there was always something on
the horizon for each of them to aim for." According to Tony,
Andy found working at JS very hard work, but enjoyable: "He
served on the till and washed down walls. I said to him 'You
should always remember this experience'."
The media portrayed Andy as 'Mr Cool' and Tony thinks
that this was quite an accurate character assessment: "Yes, he's a
very cool customer. As parents, we never quite know what he's
thinking. He's very determined and treats ThrustSSC's cockpit
as his office. He's extremely self-disciplined, but he knows that
if he wants something he has to work for it."
So what about the future now the hullabaloo has died
down? Tony is still recovering from all the attention of the local
and national media and he seems to have become a bit of a
media celebrity himself. "It felt like standing under Niagara
Falls! The phone never stopped ringing. It just went mad.
Andrew had said they'd be outside the door. I just kept saying
that we were very proud, very humble and very privileged to be
a small part of it."
Tony and Betty are convinced their son will resume his RAF
career. "Andy describes it as 'the best job in the world' and he
can't wait to start flying the new Euro Fighter," says Tony.
However, before all that, his parents just want him to return
home safely and are planning a litde welcome home reception.
After all he's been through he deserves it.

The car is 488 mph faster than
a Rothman Williams Renault
Formula One racing car.
However, ThrustSSC still has a
long way to go before breaking
the speed of light which is
186,000 miles per second.
It would take the car 15.5 hours
to get from London to Sydney. It
is faster than a British Airways
747, which travels at a cruising
speed of 570 mph. It would take
the jumbo 4 hours longer to
reach Sydney. Thrust SSC has a
design capability of reaching
850 mph maximum.
The Black Rock desert is one of
the flattest, most featureless
places on the planet. It is an
ancient lake bed about 85 miles
north of Reno, Nevada, once
used by gypsum miners during
the pioneer days, with a
surface as hard as brick. The
desert is so wide that from its
centre the horizon is hidden by
the curvature of the Earth and
is the only place of this size left
in the world.
The mobile communications
centre used by the Thrust team
to keep the rest of the world up
to date with their progress was
a former JS articulated lorry,
specially converted for the job.
Andy Green is a RAF Tornado
pilot and was appointed
squadron leader in January.
He modestly described his time
with the ThrustSSC team as
'one hell of a holiday job'. His
'other' car is a Toyota MR2
which he says is more
'efficient'.
As a result of his success,
Andy's name will appear in
The Times' 'Today's Birthdays'
section each year.
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Quick and easy I love olives

V and Basy

Are you a typical man who can't be bothered to slave over a
hot stove? Or, are you a cash-strapped student? Well, there
are two new Quick and Easy
SAINSBURYS
recipe books that will be
Quick and Easy
perfect for you.
Keith Floyd has written a
no-nonsense Meals for Men in
the Kitchen cookbook for those
who want to prepare quick, tasty
meals without any fuss. His
recipes are designed specially
for hearty appetites and they're
all straightforward to make.
Rose Elliot, Britain's foremost
vegetarian cookery writer, has
written Vegetarian Meals for
Students, which includes quick,
^
easy, and inexpensive recipes
for students wanting a healthy and nutritious
2 ^
alternative to meat-based meals.
^ B ^ Both books cost £2.25 each.
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Vegetarian Meals
For S t u d e n t s

Ideal for snacks and parties, Sainsbury's new
marinated olive selection of Green Olives with Garlic &
Chilli, Green Olives with Provencal Herbs, and Black
Olives with Garlic & Chilli, are the perfect accompaniment to salads, pastas and pizza dishes. All three are
made with the finest
ingredients to a
unique Tuscan
recipe and cost
£1.49 each.
AVAILABLE IN 300
STORES

AVAILABLE IN ALL STORES

Oriental twist
To put a twist into your noodle dishes, why not try Sainsbury's 375g packet of
Twist Noodles (59p). Fitting in nicely with the convenient yet healthy lifestyle of
the 90s, this offering is ideal with all oriental and stir-fry meals and is suitable
for vegetarians.
AVAILABLE IN ALL STORES

SAINSBURYS

TWIST

Sauce up your
life
Looking for a saucy alternative to pour on to your ice
cream and desserts? If so, our four new sauces should
do the trick. For a fruitier choice you can try Summer
Fruit Sauce, made with strawberries,
raspberries & blackcurrants, or Tropical Fruit
Sauce, made with pineapple, passion fruit &
mango. For the
sweeter tooth there
is Chocolate Sauce,
made with Belgian
chocolate, and Toffee
Fudge Sauce, made
with double cream.
All four are suitable
for vegetarians and
cost £1.49 each.

NOODLES
fdeal

rocM

iDith ad oriental
stirfry dishes.

&

i
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On the
air-er
Homebase has launched a range of
Indoor Airers to suit every budget and
dwelling place. The wire frame Airers including a radiator and an over-bath
model - have a smaller drying space and
are suitable for lighter items of laundry.
For heavier laundry, such as bath towels
or jeans, try the tubular frame Airers
which boast a larger drying area (up to
15.3 metres on the Deluxe Tubular Airerl).
Prices range from £3.99 for a pair of Wire
Radiator Airers, £7.99 for a Wire
Combination (Overbath) Airer and £26.99
for the Deluxe Tubular Airer.
AVAILABLE IN ALL STORES

Wakey
wakey
Wake up to two new breakfast treats by
trying Sainsbury's Breakfast Apricots
and Breakfast Compote, each costing
79p each. The Compote contains lightly
spiced mixed fruit. To give you that
early morning lift all the fruits have
been dried and soaked in apple juice
giving them a sweeter flavour.

Selected h\ Sainshury
FROM

AVAILABLE IN 200 STORES

The Journal's great New Lines giveaway

NOVEMBER 1997

n

Airers

•

Compotes

•

Cook books

•

Olive oils

If you would like to sample some of our new products simply cross the box next to your
first choice and send the coupon to the JS Journal November Giveaway, 9th Floor, Drury
House, Stamford Street, London SE1 9LL. The first coupons drawn from a hat will receive a
free sample. Closing date Is 8 December.

NAME

JOB TITLE

WORK LOMTION

CONTACT TEL. NO.
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It's a clog's life

Ready Steady
Cook

l£5

How it was
for me
Sam Royce has penned a
booklet Hoxii it tmsfor me a backward glimpse of the grocery
trade, looking back on his davs
with Sainsbur}''s during the
50s. The booklet has been a
great success in Brighton and
Hove branches ofJS, the area
in which Sam used to work.
If anyone is interested in
acquiring a copy, contact
Bridget Williams at JS
Archives, Rennie House.

Guiding

M
The aptly named Sheila
Fish, who works on
Whitley Bay's fish
counter, appeared in the
culinary game-show
staff at Plymouth and Marsh Mills have been very

Ready Steady Cook and

busy over the past year fundraising for two local

won! Sheila said: "There

groups - Macmillan Nurses and the Woodside

are 200 applicants for

Animal Welfare Trust. A very close relationship has

each show and those

built up betvi^een staff at Marsh Mills and the Animal

who are successful

Centre and Ann Hill, a provisions assistant, spends a

usually have a two-year

lot of time helping with the four-legged residents!

wait to get on. I only had

A great deal of fun has been had by all the Side by

to wait four months and

Side volunteers, who were officially thanked for

I'm sure it was simply

their efforts at a celebration at the store.

because of my name."

Smart recruit

ABOUT

They recruit them young at JS's Marsh Mills,
Plymouth store! Three-year-old Sophie, daughter
of store manager Mike Booth's secretary Jo
Davey, was brought in along with her mum to
help promote the recent Smartbox launch.
Sophie, looking remarkably like the Molly
used in a certain rival retailer's TV ad,
obviously did the trick. The store sold an
amazing 2,130
Smartboxes
in the first
two days
that they
were on
sale!

Broadcut store presented a
cheque for £2,500 to The
Guide Dogs for the Blind
Association which was raised
by the customers' penny back
scheme. In return, the store
received a photograph of
Bayden the dog, whose
training has been paid for
with the money raised.

Playing it
safe
Milton Keynes and Bletchley
stores are sponsoring the
kitchen set piece at Hazard
Alley Safety Centre, Milton
Keynes. It is thefirstsuch
educational project in the
UK and regularly welcomes
thousands of adults and
children from across the
country. The centre is run by
|ohn Simmonite, who told us:
"It makes sense for a food
retailer like Sainsbury's to
take an interest in the safety
of food preparation and this
is an ideal oppornmity to
engage children in a fun
environment."

Walk on the
wild side
Volunteers from Hanley store,
led by checkout operator
Gladys Edge, have spent four
months working with staff and
children at Norton County
Primary School. The Side by
Side project involved clearing
an area of waste ground at the
school and excavating a
pathway enabling the children
to walk thi'ough a maze of
trees and various habitats. The
wildlife garden even has a
butterfly section.
JS JOURNAL
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Yarmouth's year

Having their cake...

.1:

Sponsored by JS Great Yarmouth store and managed by Steve
Frendo, butcher at Great Yarmouth, how could Gorleston Rangers
Football Team be anything but successful? Here they are proudly
showing off last season's trophies, one of which they won for
winning a European competition comprising teams from Russia,
Ireland, Belgium, Holland, England and Scotland. Steve told us:
"We won all eight games and it was quite a good eye-opener for
the kids." The picture is courtesy of Steve's colleague Carl Oakley.

Closing time

Before the new doors could be opened at Halifax's new JS, the old
one's had to close for the final time, and they did so with a blast
from the past! A60s/70s party was held to mark the closing of the
store and judging by the photo a good time was had by all.

Happy returns
This unique
birthday cpke
representing a
Homebase paint
tin and brush was
given to
Homebase
Tamworth's Glen
Mann to celebrate
his 50th birthday
and Maggie Rushton's 40th. The birthday couple
enjoyed a great party attended by all their
colleagues.

NOVEMBER 1997

Full of beans
Imogen Bown, six-year-old daughter of
Redditch customer Helen Bown, won
the first prize of a Gaucho Grande car
in the Heinz and Sainsbury's
competition. To share in Imogen's
good fortune members of staff at
Redditch went to celebrate
with her. Pictured (from
I to r) are Lucy
Brighton, Helen, Sarah
(Imogen's sister),
Imogen, Sue Gilks and
Nova Crown. • ^ ^

• Broadcut store recently won a Pet Club
Cake for having the largest increase in
membership at a medium sized store.
Store manager, John Hardeley told us: "I
am delighted our store has won, the staff
will enjoy eating this lovely cake." Dave
Elliot, regional marketing manager, said:
"The staff have worked hard for this and
thoroughly deserve
to have their cake
and eat it!"

CO

Bonfire
night
^
crossword
ACROSS

6. Autumnal event on
September 23rd (7)
7. The direction in which birds
migrate in Autumn (5)
9. The capital of Lombardy
in Italy (5)
10. Contract into a curled-ui
state (7)
12. Famous Keats
poem (3,2,6)
14. Many animals prepare
for this in Autumn (11)
18. Autumn month (7)
19. Liverpool goalkeeper (5)
21. Second planet of the solar
system (5)
22. Propose tentatively (7)
DOWN

1.

Small firework burning with a
hissing sound (5)
2. Merlin, for example (6)
3. U2's 1997 album (3)
4.

k

Of t h e USSR (6)

5. Brooks (7)
8. Dry Italian red wine (7)
11. Explorer/journalist who
found Or Livingstone (7)
13. Hallowe'en high-fliers (7)
15. Leon Oris' most
famous novel (6)
16. Colour of some Autumn
leaves (6)
17. Birds who migrate in
V-shaped groups (5)
20. Fawkes, the Gunpowder
Plotter (3)

Find the following 12 words in the wordsquare below and circle them:
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Wordsearch and crossword competition
Name:
Address:
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Work location:
Send us your completed entry by 8 December, using this coupon
for both. Only one entry per person.Photocopies are acceptable.
iptable.

R
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P G T

AUTUMN CROSSWORD ANSWERS

A H

I

L L T

ACROSS: 1. Wheelbarrow 8. Aspic 9. Nave 10. Serene 12. Ouse 13. S.O.S
14. Tie 17. Treason 18. Ebb 20. Cleans 22. Pan 2S. Goa 24.Foe
25. Adverts 28. Pennies 27. Nun
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DOWN : 2. Harvest 3. Leaves 4. Apples 5. Rociiet 6. Witches
7. Gunpowder Plot 11. Roman Candle 15. Orange 16. November 19. Bonfire
21. Season
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Feeling left out?
To all left-handers out there! Forever having trouble finding leftOur new monthly

trivia

Tricky Trivia quiz
starts this month.
See how you get on.

handed scissors, corkscrews, peelers or even connputer keyboards?
Mark Stewart, owner of the Anything Left-Handed store in Worcester, which caters
for left-handers of all ages, understands your problems and is offering a 10%
discount to JS Journal readers on products at his shop and within their mail order
catalogue. Mark is also able to offer a
special children's selection aimed to
help them at school as well as specialist
advice on handwriting. As Mark says:
"There are many left-handers about,
around one in ten people, but very few
places to get left-handed products!"
Hopefully his store will give all you lefthanders a helping hand!

Left-handed gift pack
giveaway
Just in time to get the perfect
Christmas present for the left-hander
in your life, here is a chance to win one
of the six left-handed gift packs that we
are giving away. Simply answer the
question below and tick the box next to
your choice. The first correct coupons
drawn from a hat will receive a free
gift pack. Closing date is 8 December.

Name:

js JOURNAL oyricky

•

nvia
^ffT^^

Address:

What is the name of Britain's
current number one left-handed
tennis player?

Work location:

Which is the farthest west - Bristol, Birmingham or
Liverpool?

Contact Tel No:

Who wrote the Savoy Operas?
What were the songwriting duo of Asher and W'eller
better known as?
A Russian wolfhound is also known bv what name?

Answers on
page 32.

What game would you be playing if you were throwing
stones at houses?

I

I Children's gift tin

I

I The Left-Handed Essential Pack

Send us your completed entry to J Sainsbury pic,
JS Journal, 9th Floor, Drury House, Stamford Street,
London SE1 9LL by 8 December.
Photocopies are acceptable.

To take advantage of the 10% discount or for further information contact Mark Stewart at Anything LeftHanded, 20a New Street, Worcester, WR1 2DP, Tel/fax: 01905 25798. To receive a mail order catalogue
send three 2nd class stamps to the above address. Please quote the reference; JS Journal.

Tefal bakeware giveaway
To make the baking of your Christmas cakes a whole lot easier this year the Journal has 30
Tefal deep round cake tins and 24cm springform tins to give away. JS stock a comprehensive
range of Tefal's Resistal non-stick bakeware which is covered in a lifetime guaranteed non-stick
surface. All items have been endorsed by the Good Housekeeping Institute and feature a
mouth-watering recipe for you to try at home. Tefal is also offering an instore promotion of a
20% discount off normal retail price.
For a chance to
win one of the 30
Tefal bakeware tins
just answer the
question opposite. The
first correct coupons
drawn from a hat will
receive a Tefal deep
round cake tin and
24cm springform tin.

NOVEMBER 1 9 9 7
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Tefal's non-stick surface offers a
guarantee of how long?

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

_

Name:
Address:

Work location:
Contact Tel No:

Send us your completed entry to J Sainsbury pic, JS Journal, 9th Floor, Drury House, Stamford Street, London
SEt 9LL by 8 December. Photocopies are acceptable.
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YOUR STARS FOR NPVEKIBER
Find out your Stai's JFrbln our veryDwn Astrologer.
fJulie Leacock tells what the future holds for you
in November: ',°

JULY
COMPETITION
WINNERS
Winning our £25 crossword prize is
MARK INSTONE at Preston
Our £10 wordsearch prize goes to
: INGRID SAMPSON at Bath Green Park.

assertive in most given situations but with Saturn in ]
this month, there's a chance someone will try to overrul
some way or another. If you are considering laying down some Ic,
plans for the future, they will eventually grow andfinallyblossom in time

I

TAURUS (APR 20/MAY 20) Those who are considering borrowing
or lending money throughout this month should seek advice
first to avoid problems later on. For the rest of you, keep a
careful watch over your pennies and try not to spend too lavishly. This
will also be the month to keep a careful watch over your dietary intake.

GEMINI (MAY 21/JUN 20) Keeping the peace between yourself and others will be on
your agenda this month. However, sometimes it is better to have your say and stand
your ground which will also take away any sense of inferiority brought about by
others. Looking for the ideal person to share your life? Fate will be on your side.
. CANCER (JUN 21/JUL 22) In certain areas of your life, self-confidence and perseverance
is all that's needed right now. In time, through your own personal experiences, you
I will become stronger within yourself and will go from strength to strength. Try to
spend some time with your family and friends this month.
y

LEO (JUL 2S/AUG 22) You will need to keep your head out of the clouds to prevent any
form of disillusion around yourself. You may come across as being strong-willed to
cover up any form of sensitivity but if you use this in a positive manner, good will
come out of it. Great care will be needed when entering any form of contract or proposal.
^

VIRGO (AUG 23/SEP 22) After a long, hard and difficult period to better yourself, you
will start to receive compliments and recognition. Accept all compliments proudly as
you deserve them, but do watch out for people who may become jealous of your new
status. This will be a good month to relax and soak up the enjoyments of life.
UBRA (SEP 23/OCT 22) There is a need to have total security and to be emotionally
content throughout your life. Understand, though, that emotion and anxiety need
not be the only road to finding your own inner security. Try not to neglect your
health as you may become susceptible to colds andflu.
SCORPIO (OCT 23/NOV 21) Some form of transformation will begin to take place this
I • • • - month. This will enable you to develop in all areas of your life. Analysing other
people's characteristics will help you to understand them better and to decide
whether you should associate yourself with them. Your career will start to take off gradually.
I SAGITTARIUS (NOV 22/DEC 21) Intellectual energy, vision and plenty of enthusiasm will
be present this month, use this to your advantage and get yourself noticed from those
in high places at work. Although this month will be a busy period, try not to forget
your loved ones and keep them posted of any changes that may take place.

•:iy-:.^\:

CAPRICORN (DEC 22/JAN 19) In order to increase your ambitions you will need to be
able to cope physically and mentally with the pressures that surround you this month.
.
I Those in a relationship need to shower each other with compliments to 1
feeling of 'being in love' alive. This stems from having Venus surrounding your sign this
AQUARIUS (JAN 20/FEB 18) You tend to have a wide circle of friends and your so^..
will be important to you. There is also a humanitarian side to you, which will want to
help those who are less fortunate than yourself. With Venus also starring in your sign
this month love, harmony and charm are indicated for you.
• PISCES (FEB 19/MAR 19) Intuition and perception will help you to respont
I r{
challenging situation you may face this month. Digestive problems or nervou
I can become an issue, but a careful diet and plenty of exercise should help
this situation. The creation and launch of fresh projects will go well for you.

Twisting along to the Tw/sfer video are;
NICHOLAS HOFFMAN, Blackfriars;
JENNY BOURNE, Blackfriars; S THAKKAR, Savacentre Merton; AMANDA
BAKER, Pepperhill; TERRI WATERMAN,
Blackfriars; FRANCIS WARREN. Blackfriars: MARTIN WEAVER, Gloucester; A
MARSHALL, Wellingborough; JEAN
DAVIE, veteran; LAURA HARVEY, Newcastle; JULIE SIMKIN, Chippenham;
GEORGE MILGATE, Cannock; ANJA
NURKKALA, Savacentre Sydenham;
BONNIE DOBSON, Staines; CHRIS
SLADE, Leatherhead; R PAWLEY, King's
Lynn; DENISE MORIARTY, Perton;
CLAIRE BOND, Wellingborough; EMMA
RIDDELL, Blackfriars; SUSAN HILLAN,
; Homebase Hull; S SUSEELAN, Save^ centre Merton.
Proud owners of several Pyrex dishes
are;
LYN RICHARDSON, Dunstable; DOREEN
EDWARDS, Chesterfield; JOANNE
NORMAN, Blackfriars.
Spicing up their wardrobe with our
Spice Girls record bag, T-shirt and
exclusive poster are;
LISA WILSON, Bletchley; SOPHIE
TROTTER, Savacentre Sydenham; HELEN
ANDERSON, Fairfield Park; DAVE
BRADDOCK, Southwark St; J CULCHETH,
Fosse Park; ANN BLYTH, Bowthorpe; D
KILLEEN, Hereford: JAS CHAND, Central
and Western regional office; SHEILA
CHARSLEY, Streatham; K D GOODBUN,
veteran; J HUTCHISON, Savacentre
Merton: LINDA DOHERTY, Fulham; F
WARREN, Southwark St; J CHANTLER.
Walsall; MARGARET CHENERY. Penge; J
HEDISON, Savacentre Sheffield; W D
TYSOE, Bramingham; DOREEN CLEMENTS, Bishop's Stortford; RICHARD
GRUNDY, Barnstaple: LINDA DAVIES,
Barnstaple; MATTHEW BALDWIN,
Staines; P BLOOMFIELD, veteran;
DONNA BRANDE, Banbury; MOIRA
CUNNINGHAM, letchworth; M CAWLEY,
North Cheam.
Nearly as Spicy are our runners-up,
who get a Spice Girls rucksack and
poster are;
A WILSON, Blackfriars; M GILBERTSON,
Crosby; P LENNON, Blackfriars: B
BARLEY, Thornhill; THERESA BEDFORD,
Dewsbury; EMMA HIBBERT, Blackfriars;
ANDREW STEWARD, Savacentre head
office; HELEN TARRON, Wallington;
DARREN DUNFORD, Blackfriars: ANITA
DONALDSON, Thanet; KELLY-ANN
ROBERTS, Tewkesbury Road; J BEARFOOT, Thanet; ALISON BOTHAMLEY,
Homebase head office; A DADA, Wandsworth; BELINDA COOK, Grimsby;
CATHERINE O'KANE, Burnley; MAHHEW
KING, Blackfriars: TINA SCHOLES,
Shorehead: J BURCH, Forestside; S
KUSTAS, Midland regional office; JANE
NUTTALL. South Ruislip; L HARVEY,
Newcastle: ANGELA BURROWS, Heaton
Park; J R ANDERSON, Homebase
Norwich: JILL HAYES, Blackfriars.
Riding away on our Steel Can Crew
competition mountain bike was DAVID
CLARK, son of A CLARK at Charlton
depot.
Answers to Tricky Trivia (from page 31)
I. Hercules 2. Pride and Predjudice 3. Terence Siamp
and Julie Christie 4. Notts County 5. Billy J. Kramer
6. Catholic 7.Japan 8. Male 9. Uganda 10. 2July
II. Liverpool 12. Gilbert & Sullivan 13. Peter fe
Gordon 14. Borzoi 15. Curling
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My other car's a TANK!
Traffic wardens beware! The Journal talks to Newbury manager Andy Smith about his out oftiie ordinary form of transport.

A19SS Alvis Ferret • beats a gardan^Dome any day.

A

rriving at Newbury store in a rather puny Vauxhall Corsa
that you may need to get out of trouble as fast as you got into it,"
it's easy to see how a tank might come in handy - the town
says Andy. Interestingly the vehicle has a pre-selection gearbox. You
is home to the notorious A34 traffic jam and an armoured
select the gear using a small lever and when you want to change
vehicle might be useful for clearing the way. Store manager Andy
gear, simply press the clutch. "If you're heading for a bump and
Smith doesn't use his 1955 Alvis Ferret for commuting though - it
you want to change down this means you can have both hands on
remains at his home in Salisbury.
the steering wheel," explains Andy.
The Ferret is a light reconnaissance vehicle originally designed
Andy drives the tank in earnest about 12 times a year, taking it
by Daimler. It was used by the army in locations all over the world
to fetes and shows. He also used it to raise money for the
including Aden, Cyprus and Kenya and was also a favourite with
Sainsbury's Special Olympics campaign: "Kids swarm all over it! I
cavalry officers, who would
take people for rides if I can."
often use them as personal
It's occasionally used off-road,
The noise is deafening. There's permanent four
transports.
where it can be driven through
wheel drive so you hear the constant transmission
three feet of water and once
Andy obtained the tank
whine. But for a machine that looks about as
accidentally demolished a tree.
from the army to be used as a
"It's incredibly cold though training vehicle. "It took a lot
nimble as a cross-channel ferry, the Ferret is
last March I had to peel my
of effort to get roadworthy,"
surprisingly fast
hands off the steering wheel."
he says, but it's been on the
Andy dismisses the
road for 18 months now. Does
suggestion that the tank could be used to ward off any local
it take a lot to maintain? "When it goes wrong - it does! Everything
competition, but admits it's quite an eye-catching mode of
in it was designed to be soldierproof and heavy duty so it can take a
transport: "You certainly get some funny looks!"
bashing, but it's all very large, heavy and awkward. Even the wheels
weigh a hundredweight each."
So to the million dollar question - what's it like to drive? 'The
noise is deafening. There's permanent four wheel drive so you hear
the constant transmission whine." But for a machine that looks
about as nimble as a cross-channel ferry, the Ferret is surprisingly
fast: "It's got a four-and-a-half litre Rolls Royce straight six engine
so it's capable of doing 70mph," says Andy. Although, to reach that
speed takes the best part of a minute, so there's no chance of
beating anyone away from the lights in it.
There arefivegears in both forward and reverse - it'll go
backwards as fast as forwards: 'The army works on the principle
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No stereo, no electric
windows, no leather seats,
in fact no creature comforts.
It does have a pre-seiect
gearbox though.
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SAINSBURY'S STAFF ASSOCIATION Tel: 0171 695 7227

Valentine's weekend in Amsterdam
via Le Sliuttle
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LONDON'S
WILD
We have put together a few suggestions
for you here - though we are sure that
you have plenty of your own... sitting
amongst a hushed audience as the
curtain goes up... wandering from Covent
Garden stalls to the unique sights of the
city... experiencing the culture of London
by night... choosing between the exotic
options in Soho's many restaurants. The
London you're looking for is here to
discover.
Prices start from £99.00 per person
for a showtime super saver plus
accommodation (based at the Grafton
Plaza). A tailor-made package available
just for you, to suit any requirement and
most budgets, be it pre-Christmas
shopping, January sales or a trip to the
theatre. Packages inclusive of rail travel
can also be arranged for members
travelling from the North of the country
and Scotland.
The packages are arranged in
conjunction with Short Break Holidays
and International Travel Club. For further
information or to request a brochure
contact International Travel Club on
01484 450111.

Take your loved one or just yourself on this great value minibreak to one of the most exciting cities in Europe. A wonderful
opportunity to spend time sampling all that Amsterdam has to
offer. Enjoy a boat trip on the canals, visit the Rijks-Museum with
its great collection of Dutch Masters, watch the cutting and
polishing of precious stones at a diamond factory or sample the
products at the Heineken and cheese factories. Enjoy dinner at
one of the many restaurants along the illuminated canals and
enjoy the many cafes and open-minded attractions offered in the
evenings.
Amsterdam is always a very popular destination, particularly
for the Valentine's weekend.
You will depart from London Victoria at 9.30am on Friday by
coach and cross to France by Le Shuttle arriving in Amsterdam
at approximately 7.30pm. Rooms are reserved for two nights at
the four-star Amsterdam Hilton. Return departure will be at
11.30am Sunday, arriving back at Victoria approximately 8.30pm.
Another great feature of this trip is that it is available for groups
and individuals to book. Included in the trip for this weekend is:
• Return coaching from London & crossing
by Le Sliuttle
• 2 niglits accommodation at the 4* Hilton Hotel
• American buffet brealcfast daily
• One and a half days free time in Amsterdam
• Bond plus financial protection as required by the EC.
If you are interested in this break and would like to secure a
booking or obtain further information contact Express Events Ltd

Saturday Night Fever
ftOtKRT SnGUKXX)

Have a good night out with the SSA..."
and strut your stuff...
When John Travolta hit the screen with the great hit film
Saturday Night Fever it changed the way we danced
forever. Now the producers of the hit musical Grease,
Robert Stigwood, Paul Nicholas and David Ian, bring the
stage musical to the London Palladium from 21 April 1998.
Stepping into the high energy dancing shoes of Tony
Manero is the breathtaking young talent of Adam Garcia.
Including all those fabulous hits of the BEE GEES, songs
sung for the first time live on stage, such as Staying Alive,
You Should be Dancing, Jive Talking and many others,
which the more mature SSA members will recognize and
worst of all remember.
This show is destined to be a blockbuster and a really
great idea for a happy and fun night out with your branch
or your friends. For groups of 10 or more, reduced rate
prices available as follows:
Monday to Thursday evenings and Wednesday and
Saturday matinees.
Normal rate: £32.50 each
Normal rate: £30.00 each
Normal rate: £25.00 each

SSA rate £29.25
SSA rate £27.00
SSA rate £22.50
BOOKING PERIOD UNTIL JANUARY 1999.

TO SECURE VOUR BOOKING SEND A TICKET ORDER FORM TO CENTRAL SSA OFFICE, BLACKFRIARS.

on 0171 439 2333
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Weddings

SAINSBURY'S

-{-Vision

CURK HARRIS and SARAH PIERCE, both
at Blackfriars married in June, in
Jamaica. The pair both have motorbil(es
and met in the pub while wearing
leathers!

re vie

ALEX TUCKER, senior warehouseman.
Marsh Mills and UHDA GOLDEN, Sabre
controller, Plymouth were married in
July. Both are keen line dancers.

All things Spice!

ALn IDEN, deputy manager, Waltham
Cross and JENNIE REID, fresh foods
deputy at Colchester met on the STAR
programme in 1994. They married in
September and honeymooned in Greece.
Sarah and Clark

Linda and Alax

Long serving
Employees who have completed 25 years'service
ANTHONY ARDIEY, assistant chief cashier, Streatham. PATRICIA BLOOM, customer service
manager. King's Lynn. JOHN BOON, stock administration supervisor, Charlton depot.
JACgUEUNE CALVEY, checkout/replenishment assistant. Burton. DAVID CARTCR, BWS
replenishment assistant, Chingford. JEAN CONDON, restaurant assistant. Bury St. Edmunds.
DOREEN DEATON, checkout/replenishment assistant, Bretton. YVONNE DRAPER, senior
clerk, Portsmouth. JOHN ORINKWATER, senior store planner, Blackfriars. SHEILA
HAMPSHIRE, health and beauty assistant. Court House Green. ALFRED HOWLEH,
administration manager, Blackfriars. IRENE JOHHSON, chief display assistant, Bretton.
SHIRLEY KILUCK, clerk, London Road. UIRRAINE LUMBER, cash clerk Surbiton. LYNNE
MACCORMACK, administration manager, Kilburn. DRIDGET O'NEILL, meat preparation
assistant, Lewisham. RITA POWELL checkout/replenishment assistant, Northfield.
CHRISTINE ROOKWOOD, cash office clerk, Luton. DAVID SEALEY, project manager, ISO,
Blackfriars. MELVIN STEVENS, project manager, distribution, Blackfriars. MARYLYN
THOMPSON, checkout/replenishment assistant, Aylesbury. MARTIN WATERMAN, meat
manager, Springfield. DONNY YOUNG, restaurant assistant. Queens Road. DAVID WILLS,
butcher, Kempshott.

Retirements

Come on, admit it! This is tlie one you've all been waiting
^
for! The Spice Girls released their second album Spiceworld on
November 3rd and it's destined to outsell their chart-topping
debut, Spice, which has already sold over 17 million copies.
Spiceworld combines funk, rock, disco, soul, pop and big band
music drawing on influences and themes from around the globe. For all
you Spice fans, watch out for their movie, Spiceworld the Movie, which is to
be released on 26 December.
If you're looking for music to lift the spirit why not try M People's
fourth album. Fresco, which is out
T O M
C R U
S E
now. The album contains twelve
great songs, including a re-working
IMAGUUEof Roxy Music's classic Avalon. M
People have notched up an incredible five million album sales
and FrMcowill not disappoint. It is the ideal lead-up to their UK
Arena tour in November and December.

jgiLy

After treating your ears, why not feast your eyes on the selection
of video releases now

Length of service is in brackets
DENNIS ARNOLD, trolley collector, Chingford (3yrs). SHELIA BAILEY, meat preparation
assistant, Southend (8yrs). VALERIE BARKER, deli counter assistant, Sheffield (15yrs).
MARGARET BROWN, senior checkout assistant, Leeds (16yrs). MICHAEL SODLE petrol
station manager, Newhaven (38yrs). JEAN CARLISLE, checkout/replenishment assistant,
Macclesfield (13yrs). JENNIFER CHALLENOR, administration manager, Worle (19yrs).
NICOLE COLELIA, returns. Basingstoke depot (30yrs). DULCIE COOPER, restaurant
assistant. Badger Farm dlyrs). JEAN CROWE, checkout/replenishment assistant, Rugby
(15yrs). MARY CURTIS, checkout/replenishment assistant, Bowthorpe (17yrs). JOAN DE
SILVA, kiosk assistant, Harringay (20yrs). BARBARA FRYATT, checkout/replenishment
assistant, Braintree (15yrs). JEAN GARDENER, evening display assistant. South Ruisllp
(8yrs). GWEN GOSUNG. kiosk assistant, Southend (4yrs). JOAN GRAINGER, bakery assistant,
Chertsey (17yrs). DOUG GRIEVE, general assistant, warehouse, Homebase Stockport (7yrs)
MOUY HEATHCOTC, cash office clerk. West Wickham (14yrs). IRIS HERBERT,
checkout/replenishment assistant, Camden <31yrs). DAVID HOPKINS, returns, Basingstoke
depot (26yrs). MARGRCT JARWS petrol station manager, Lordshill (20yrs). GWILYM
JONES, trolley collector, Oxford (13yrs). IRENE KING, coffee shop assistant, Letchworth
(6yrs). ROY KURN, grocery replenishment assistant, Dorking (7yrs). A LANSHAM, product
manager, technical division, Blackfriars (31yrs). PETER LOMAS, driver, Buntingford depot,
(31yrs). DOREEN LYONS deli counter assistant, Leeds (16yrs). JEAN MANT, checkout/
replenishment assistant, Braintree (15yrs). MARGARET MARTER, meat preparation
assistant, Worcester (19yrs). ROBERT MENDES, coldstore warehouse assistant. Bishops
Stortford (19yrs). DAVID MORLEY, general office clerk, Godalming (5yrs). MARGARn
NICHOLLS, restaurant assistant, Camden (8yrs). AUDREY PEACOCK, bakery counter
assistant. South Woodford (12yrs). JOHN PEPPIN, BWS replenishment, Liverpool (3yrs).
ELSIE PENSOM, deli counter assistant, Nuneaton (30yrs). JANET PUREWAL checkout/
replenishment assistant, Godalming (2yrs). ALBERT REEVE, van driver. South Woodford
(4yrs). WILUAM RILEY, personnel clerk, Alton (2yrs). QUHNIE ROBOTHAM, checkout/
replenishment assistant. Queens Road (31yrs). DIANA ROWE. sabre clerk, Whitechapel
(3yrs). JESSIE RUDD, checkout/replenishment assistant, Doncaster (18yrs). YOON-UN
SCffn-DOUGUS, butcher. Putney (22yrs). CHRISTINE SIMPSON, restaurant assistant,
Stanway (8yrs). JENNIFER SMITH, sabre clerk, Stanway (18yrs). ANNE SNOWDON, assistant
manager customer service, Whitechapel (15yrs). EVELYN SPINK, fresh food replenishment
assistant, Kempshott (8yrs). DAVID SPURUNG, warehouse assistant, Stratton (9yrs).
CHRISTINA TAYLOR, packer, Purley (5yrs). MICHAEL TERRY house manager, Fanhams Hall
(lOyrs). JOAN WAISH, kiosk assistant, Stratton dSyrs). TERENCE WALSH, cleaner, Stratton
(8yrs). VERONA WALTERS, assistant manager in training, Exeter Central (5yrs).

Pn reOnment samlimrs
All employees with more than five years' service are eligible to attend a pre - retirement
seminar at Fanhams Hall. For details, see your personnel manager.

Obituary
Length of service appears in brackets
MARY SWANN, 53, overs controller at Stanway died ater a long illness on 22 May (14yrs).
DEREK BOWER, 56, general assistant, provisions at Savacentre Meadowhall died suddenly
on 12 October (2yrs). JOHN KNIGHT, 56, produce assistant at Luton died after a short
illness on 14 October (28yrs). DAVID JOHNSTONE, 46, store manager at Woodhall Farm
died suddenly on 18 July (24yrs).
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Yes, they get everywhere, even the JS Journal - but even if
you're not of the Spicy persuasion there's plenty to v^het
your appetite on the Sound&Vision shelves.

DennyDeWto RhaaPerhcn BibelhDavfclh
r a n r6pr0 d i d M C K I wnoii
ROALD D A H L S

available. Tom Cruise fans
can treat themselves io Jerry
Maguire, the story of a top Everybody
loved him...
sports agent forced to
rebuild his life after his
Everybody
disappeared
desire to put people first
costs him his job. The only
NOMINATED
two people who stand by
FOR 5 OSCARS®
Mm\
him are a second rank
footballer and a single mother. Only through his relationship with
them can he understand the values that really matter in this
feelgood romantic comedy.
For younger viewers (and youngerminded older viewers!) there's Matilda. It's
based on a classic Roald Dahl story about a
R'CKMAN,
a.*j*».*. girl with magic powers whose selfish parents
send her to a school run by the tyrannical
A little magic goes a
- ^
4N£PJ
long way...
BHl
''Cr/U£
Miss TrunchbuU (Pam Ferris oi Darling
Buds of May fame). Matilda's kind teacher Miss Honey recognises her skills and
helps her turn the tables on the cruel adults.
For lovers of historical drama, the
video release of the topical and
controversial Michael Collins is a
must. Starring Liam Neeson and
Julia Roberts, alongside a starstudded cast, Michael Collins is
based on the real life story of the
Irish revolutionary who led his
country's fight for independence
from the British in the 1920s.
For a wacky alternative try Space
Jam, starring Bugs Bunny and
basketball star, Michael Jordan. It tells
the story of how Bugs, Michael and a
host of cartoon characters unite to save
the Loony Tunes from the invasion of
space aliens, the Nerdlucks. Full of laughs
and fantastic 3-D animation. SpaceJam is
great family entertainment!

MATILI>A

^st^.^l^.

ARCHIVES

Happy birthday Savacentre!
The Archives spoke to some of the people
who were in at the start of Britain's first
specialist hypermarket.

R

hris Linsey, payroll officer, is Savacentre's
longest serving employee: "It wasn't even
built when I began. We were housed in
temporary office accommodation on the
industrial estate at Crowther. Buyers, payroll,
personnel - we were all in cavernous offices with desks
dotted here and there. I remember a light fitting for
the store restaurant was delivered and just dumped in
the office until the store was ready.
"In those days I knew all the head office staff and
they all knew me - possibly because there were only
three of them! I had heard of Sainsbury's and seen
their supermarkets while on holidays in the south.
When I applied, though, I didn't know that it was a
joint enterprise with Sainsbury's.
"One of the greatest changes has been to the food
we stock. There sire far more convenience foods and
fresh foods now, and the number of Unes has
increased considerably. There used to be far more
DFVand household products. North-East people are
quite loyal. Provide them with good service, ensure
that they are kept happy and they'll return."
Denise Ward was general assistant on the shop
floor and is now the home and leisure manager:
"One of our best areas has always been our customer
service, for instance, though we don't do home
delivery, we help to take stock out to their cars,
especially for the older people.
"Stocktaking was a nightmare, with no computer
system or SABRE guns, everything was done on pieces
of paper. What used to take the weekend to do can
now be completed in four hours."
Steve Johnston who was then a general assistant,
commented: "We felt that we were at the centre of
something new. Not a lot had been built in the area
and everyone came to Savacentre - Christmas was hell.
Two weeks before opening day the store still looked
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like a building site. The
warehouse had no racking, One of the greatest
we put it up ourselves.
changes has been to
Once it was up we all
the food we stock.
helped to unload the
There are far more
wagons and fill it."
convenience foods
To train the restaurant
and fresh foods now,
staff the services of BhS
(JS's partners in
and the number of
Savacentre until 1989)
lines has increased
were called upon, asJS had
considerably.
no knowledge of this area.
Anne Wilson and Francis Airson both began on the
same day: "The staff had three weeks to learn the
system and the first week we spent cleaning after the
builders had finished."
Anne said: "One of the funniest moments occurred
while I was working on the filter coffee machine. I had
set spare papers and coffee up for it, and when I was

changing the gas over I turned the gas from off to
on. It blew the coffee and papers everywhere. One
customer was covered in coffee powder and papers!
Apparendy, the management team was informed
that there had been an explosion in the restaurant.
Later that day the customer returned to the
restaurant and gingerly asked: 'Is it safe to come
back now?'"
Ann Watson began 17 years ago and told us: "My
two sisters already worked there and I was only going
to be a Christmas temp, but I've been here ever
since! We've made a lot of friends but aged a bit also,
mind you. We still keep in contact with those that left
the store to go to head office at Wokingham, and I
have been down to visit some of them.
"Some things have changed - dress was more
relaxed, orders were done manually. You felt like you
were the pioneers. What Washington did spread
throughout the company."

JS JOURNAL

Half year results

David Sainsbury, chairman,
comments:

The mam news this month is, of course, the Group's half year results and the
outcome of Savacentre's strategic review which we discuss on pages 2 & 5.
We've interviewed lots of interestmg people ttiis month - Tony Green, the
father of land speed record holder Andy Green, talks about the time when he

"The performance of the

and his son worked for JS [page 24) We speak to store manager Martin
Bowden who has been seconded to Crisis Fareshare where be is helping them
to feed London's homeless (page 12) And we meet Newbury store manager
Andy Smith who drives a five ton army tank to relieve stress' (page 33) Talking
of stress, we shadow south western regional director, Graham Naylor, on a
visit to Cobham to see if director visits are really changing (page 18). And
finally, w e d like to wish Savacentre a happy 20th birthday. To help celebrate,

Group has demonstrated

Delivery time • I s M n ^ n ' s
Sam Bealin and Simon
('Flaherty load up Crisis
Fa res ha re's van with JS food
for London's homeless, see
page 12.

Sainsbury's half year results, published on Wednesday 29 October, showed a 9.1% increase in Group sales and
substantial progress in
a 6.2% increase in Group profit before tax.

market conditions that
remain highly competitive.

we turn the clocks back 20 years to see how it all started {Archives page).

"Growth in sales and profit in Sainsbury's Supermarkets
has strengthened as customers have responded to improvements

2 : Newsround

in our product and service offer. Homebase's profitability has

10 : Store openings :

been transformed with the continued success of store

Leigh, Halifax and Oswestry

conversions. Shaw's is performing well in its established

12 : Waste not, want not
How JS is doing its bit to help feed London's homeless

markets and making progress in Connecticut. Sainsbury's

14 : Brave new world of cosmetics

Bank has made an impressive start.

Why J cosmetics have been replaced

"I'd like to thank everyone in the business for all their hard

15 : Freshly baked ideas
HarrJngay leads the way

work and commitment. These results are very encouraging and

16 : Writelines
Letters page

18 : Say Goodbye to the dreaded visit
We ask Cobham's store manager 'how was it for you?'

Time for a makeover - an
exciting new cosmetics
range arrives instore, see
page U .

20 : How's distribution doing?

should enable us to have a very successful year."

RESULTS AT A GLANCE
Group sales Increased by 9.1%

staff at Buntlngford depot have their say

to £8.2 billion.

Savacentre's operating profit
increased marginally to

Group profit before tax and

Debbie Freebury's holiday of a lifetime

property items increased by

New look for Savacentre

Sales in Sainsbury's

3.75 pence.

Major changes to the format of Savacentre stores will take place following the

Supermarkets increased by

23 : Twenty Five alive
The annual 25 Club dinner
Times are a changin' - a flyon-the-wall look at a
director's visit, see page 18.

8.6% to £6.t billion including

In the four weeks since the

like-for-like growth of 4.2%.

beginning of the second half,

Operating profit increased by

sales in Sainsbury's

8,1% to £386 million.

Supermarkets have increased

company's strategic review.

by 9.6% including 5% from like
Homebase increased operating

for like stores.

profit by £21 million to £36

26 : What's new instore

million.

Latest product news

28 : Out and about
Your activities in and out of work hours

What the papers said:
Some of the headlines from the following day's newspapers:

30 ; Pit your wits
The puzzle pages

32 : Your stars for November

Sainsbury's pushes up profits and market shan

What does the future hold for youi"

33 : My other car's a TANK!

S a l r u b u r y ' i c o n t l m j e d its r e c o v e r y
ynterday with improved

profit%.

a n i n c r c u e tn m u i i e l i l u r e A n d

Andy Smith talks about his beloved but noisy Ferret
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Archives
The day when it all started for Savacentre

LONDON m U f l D t U M
Strut your stuff with some
great musical offers from
the SSA, see page 34.
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Q: How is the integration of
Texas stores into the
Homebase format going?

Q; Why did Savacentre need
a strategic review and has it
been completed?
A; The business has evolved
over 20 years since our first
store at Washington, Tyne &
Wear, opened in 1977. The
time was right to set out a
vision and strategy to take it
into the new millennium.
The strategic review has
now been completed and as a
result, Savacentre's product
range will be substantially
refocused. For more details

in Leeds.
Dividend per share up 7.1% to

Northern Ireland update

34

Q: How are we performing
againiBt OUT main
competitors?
A: Compared to this time last
year we are performing better
against our competitors.
We're probably outperforming Safeway and are closing
the gap on Tesco and ASDA.
Provided we focus on our
own goals we shall continue
to make good progress
against our rivals.

A: Very well. Seventy-three
stores have now been
converted to the Homebase
format and sales uplifts from
converted stores continue to
exceed

see the article below.
Q: Sainsbury's Bank appears
to be very successful, so can
you e^lain viby it made a loss
of£l(hn?
A: Sainsbury's Bank has made
an extremely successful start,
opening over 500,000 accounts and accumulating
deposits in excess of £lbillion
since its launch in February that's £50 a second! The loss
of £10.8million is largely
account acquisition costs.
These usually cost a bank in
excess of £100 per account
but the Bank's costs are less
than 40% of this. The Bank is
on target to become profitable towards the end of next
year.

Q: What do these results
mean for the individual
employee?
Ax It is in everyone's interest
to be part of a growing and
profitable company. This
year we will be opening 18
new stores thus creating
6,500 new jobs.
Pi^

costs of opening its new store

6.2% to E411 million.

23 : Opportunity over the sea

JS veteran Tony Green reveals the secret behind
his son's success

Q: Do the Sainsbiuy's
Supermariiets' results mean
that we've turned the comer?
A: It certainly shows that the
WEB strategy is beginning to
pay dividends. Our improving
like for like sales and the
increase in our profits are
very encouraging. The success of the Fresh Food, Fresh
Ideas campaign proves that
we are moving in the right
direction and demonstrates
that we are focusing on
satisfying our customers'
needs. But, we can't afford to
become complacent and we
must continually aim to serve

our customers better than any
other supermarket and make
sure our products are
superior to theirs.

£14 7million despite signincant

22 : Adventures of Debbie down under

24 : From Saturday boy to supersonic man

Here are some common
questions asked by staff in
response to the results:

Q: The Group's UK
performance is good, but
v4iy are Shaw's and Giant's
flgures so disappointing?
A: Shaw's operating profit
declined by S7.2million to
$36.2million due to the costs
of a three day strike which
was quickly resolved. Without this, profits would have
gone up by 4%. Losses
continue to be incurred by
the new Connecticut stores
although sales in these stores
are improving steadily.
Giant's profit fell by 54% to
$37.2million due to costs of
regaining sales following a
labour dispute late last year.
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The review, started in May,
was conducted by a full-time
Savacentre project team
supported by outside consultants. Here, Savacentre
chairman Ian Coull sums up
the main points: "Savacentre
will become the flagship for
the Sainsbury Group. Our
stores will have the best food
range in the UK at the most
competitive prices. We will
also sell a focused range of
associated products in four
new categories: Celebration;
Indulgence; Baby & Toddler
and Cookshop.
"The stores will be
convenient to shop for those
with less time, but with products and space for those who
have time to browse. We
intend to delight all our
customers, who will continue
to find the value for money
for which Savacenlre is
famous.
"A trial of the new format
will be launched in Spring
1998 at Calcot near Reading.

We then intend to introduce
the formats to the remaining
Savacentre stores over the
following two years. This is a
tremendously exciting development both for everyone at
Savacentre and for the Group
at large."
Chief executive, Dino
Adriano was equally enthusiastic about Savacentre's
plans for the future. He told
the foumat "Savacentre stores
are in prime locations and
these changes will make them
even more attractive to
shoppers. I'm already looking
forward to visiting the new
look Calcot next year."
Savacentre chairman Ian
Coull answers some of your
questions:
Q: Will the company still he
called Savacentre?
A: There are no plans to
drop the name. There is a lot
of heritage in the Savacentre
name and high recognition
in the current store locations.

However with the greater
emphasis on food, Sainsbury's will have a higher
profile both in the name and
in the advertising in the
future.
Q: Will there he any job
losses?
A There is a huge amount to
do as the business is transformed and there will be a
job for everyone.
Q: Will Savacentre still sell
clothes?
A Yes, Savacentre will still be
selling clothing and footwear
but it will be more focused on
convenient, everyday casual
clothing and footwear for
men, women and young
children. The products will
be ready to wear seasonal
items such as T-shirts in
August and knitwear in
January. The range will be
changing regularly to provide
newness and excitement.
Q: Isn't Sain^ury's already
the best food shop in the UK?
A: There is a massive opportunity to further develop the
food range and already the

buying and trading departments at both Sainsbury's
and Savacentre are brimming
with ideas for new products
and ranges. They can now
develop these ideas in the
greater space that Savacentre
allows.
Q: Exactly what is the
Celebration category?
A: This will be a major
feature of all the stores
incorporating huge ranges of
cards, wrapping paper, floral,
stationary, gifts and toys
supported with best selling
ranges of books, CDs and
videos. A key feature of this
category will be a focus on
continual everyday celebrations throughout the calendar year.
Q: Will departments at
Blackfriars be involved in tiie
future development?
A; We will be working much
more closely with Blackfriars
than has been the case. There is
much expertise and kno(*dedge
residing there which will
help the Wokingham team
tremendously in developing
our offer for the fiiture. Pi^:

THE VISITOR
There was a time when a director's visit resembled a sergeantmajor's Inspection. But the days of the big stick approach are^gone
according to south western regional director Graham Naylor
To see If it's true, the Journal follows him on a visit to Cobham.

It was several years ago when ihe]oumal\2s,\.
observed a store visit, and that ended with the
produce manager becoming the target for some
overripe fruit. But the usefulness of top brass
throwing tantrums and grapefruits has been
challenged in recent years and the dreaded
director's visit has become a little less dreaded.
According to south western regional director
Graham Naylor, there has been a change in culture
at JS: "It's not that we are any less demanding. We
still expect the highest possible standards. But we
are realistic. We accept that stores don't operate as
we would like them to all the time." This approach
sounds a long way from the demand of yesteryear
when everything had to be 110% perfect 120% of
the time. Are today's directors going soft?
The icy stare that greets the question says 'don't
even think it'. But no big stick appears. Instead we
get an answer: "It would be totally destructive if a
manager had valid reasons why something was
wrong and I didn't listen. Bawling people out for
problems beyond their control doesn't motivate
them or make them feel valued. In the short-term
we must solve the problem then get to the root
cause of it."
So there's no need for managers to try the old
tricks to get a good report? Tricks like bringing in
staff from neighbouring stores to make the front
end look good. Or shipping in chickens in car boots
to display?
Graham smiles: "I was a store manager myself
and I know what's been done in the past to create a
false impression. But we are not in the business of
kidding each other any more. "1 like to see reality so
that I can make a true assessment of the offer we're
providing our customers and how my stores are
meeting our customer needs."
Progressive words, but will the visit live up to
them once we get inside the store?

THE VISIT
First on the agenda is an informal chat with
Cobham's store manager Dominic Price, followed
by a detailed analysis of customer numbers and

U O M : Oail Bright and Stave Sbaphard <right) llctan to firaham's
cofliinants en a new haaRh and beauty diaplay.

takings. Then it's off to produce.
As Graham, Dominic and produce manager
Wayne Vidler walk the department looking at
quality and layout, the trio are approached by a
customer who is having trouble hand-scanning the
bar-code on a bag of apples. Graham is often
approached by customers who have guessed he
must be someone high up in the 'hierarchy' and
has to answer queries on many topics: "I also get a
lot of constructive comments, particularly about
what wonderful staff we have. It's nice to hear
because it shows that positive relationships are
being forged with our customers. Listening to them
and responding to what they are saying is critical to
our success."
Wayne quickly solves the apple problem by
scanning in a bag with a correctly printed code
then he, Dominic and Graham turn their attention
to a higher source of concern - a warm air
ventilator in the ceiling. Malfunctioning sensors in
the store's temperature control system are blowing
too much warm air around the root vegetables
display. Dominic explains that the problem is being
investigated, but he is concerned at the time being
taken to resolve it. Graham's reaction is instant:
Til have to get on to this because it needs to be
solved quickly. It's no good
everyone writing reports if
in the interim the leeks are
wilting!"
Graham moves on
round the store, taking in
the meat department and
inspecting the poultry

display followed by a trip up the provisions aisle
then on to the deli. As he goes he refers to his
Cobham dossier containing detailed figures for
every department in the store, or as Graham puts it:
"I've got inform-ation here on everything about
Cobham except the colour of the manager's socks!
I believe it is impor-tant to have key data to review
with store managers all aspects of a store's financial
control. I can then make an informed assessment of
a store's performance."
At the bakery he pauses to wish good luck to
confectioner Angela Prout who is about to start
maternity leave, then a tour of grocery begins. All is
going well until Graham spots three promotional
dried fruit lines out of stock. Bad news with the
Christmas cake baking season just around the
corner. Graham's PA Andy Baggs is summoned and
instructed to find out why the lines are in short
supply.
So it seems that buyers and distribution staff are
subject to inspection too. Graham sees it differently
though: "We're not in a blame culture trying to trip
up buyers or depots. If something is impacting on
customer service then we go back to the centre and
get it resolved. It's not about pointing fingers, it's
about solving problems."
Andy returns with the information - buyers have
already remedied a temporary shortage due to
insufficient supplies from the US. Happy with the
outcome, Graham moves on to checkouts where
assistant manager Jackie Foster explains how a
shortage of cashiers is preventing her from trialling
the 'none-in-front' policy.
Dominic explains that the store's personnel
manager is organising recruitment evenings and
Graham accepts the staff shortage as a temporary
fact of life, but this does not mean he is happy, and
he makes a note to say more on the recruitment
issue in his end-of-visit summing up.
Unfortunately for/i^urad/readers, the summing
up with Dominic and his deputies is a private
discussion, but we button-hole Dominic when it's
over and ask how things went. Says Dominic: "Very
constructive. He picked up one or two silly
mistakes, and I'll be putting a couple of people on
the spot about those. But I'm sure I won't need to
say much."
A final question. Does Dominic think the days
of the big stick approach to visits are truly over? He
replies: "These days, if there is a problem, as long as
you can demonstrate that you are doing everything
in your power to put it right and prioritise, then the
director will be reasonable and will listen."

Ifyouhaveany views about directors'visits, we'd like to hear from you. Send your comments to the address on page 2 and mark your envelope'Wntelines'
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Did you know?
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ThmstSSC IS 54ft long and

Squadron leader Andy Green has come a long way since nis aays as a pan-iime troiiey ooy ai urpingion.
He's just become the fastest man on earth by driving ThrustSSC through the sound barrier and into the
record books. The JS Journal spoke to Andy's proud father, Tony, himself a JS veteran, about his son's
historic attempt.

weighs lOtons. It is powered by
two Rolls-Royce jet aircraft
engines and can go from 0 to
An arttart ImprwslOM •fThrmlSSC.

eOOmpti.

From day one, Andy made sure that he always kept his
family up to date with the team's progress and invited his
parents to Fontweii near Chichester to see the car being built
and meet the rest of the team. "That was great," says Tony, "the
only thing we weren't allowed to do was sit in the driver's seat
because it had been specially
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
moulded to Andy's body. I'm not
surprised they had that rule
From day one, Andy
because the seat cost around
made sure that he
£100,000 to make!"
Tony recalls the day when the
ahvays kept his
record was smashed: "We'd just
family up to date
watched it on TV and were going
wKh the team's
to bed when the phone rang.
progress and invited Andy was over the moon and we
couldn't say 'well done' loud
his parents to
enough." At this point Tony
Fontweii near
pauses to mention his second son,
David, who died of lymphoma
Chichester to see
nine years ago when he was just
the car being built
24. "He would have been so
and meet the rest of
pleased to have been here to see
what happened to his elder
the team.
mmmm^^^^^^^^^^
brother."
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fioing supersonic - may Green speeds atoiif! Blacli Rock
desert and into the record books.

ony and his wife Betty live in Wroxham, a picturesque
villi^e on the Norfolk Broads. This green and pleasant
setting is a far cry from the hot and hostile Black Rock desert in
Nevada where their eldest son has just smashed the land speed
record in the 105,000 horsepower jet car, ThrustSSC.
Tony himselfbecameSainsbury's chief fire officer in 1978
after 26 years with the Fire Service and all three of his sons
worked for JS at some point in their early lives.
The story really started two years ^ o in 1995 when RAF
Tornado pilot Andy responded to a rather unusual ad in the
Daily Telegraph. It had been placed by the existing land speed

record holder Richard Noble who was looking for a driver to
break his own record speed of 633.468 mph, set 14 years ago in
1983.
After being short-listed, Andy and 30 other hopefuls were
put through a series of tough endurance tests which included
feats of physical endurance and, of course, driving skills. Once
they had been whitded down to a small group, each candidate
had to travel around the country to meet members of the
engineering team who were building the car and then write a
report. At this point, Tony gave his son some invaluable fatherly
advice: "1 warned Andrew that the real point of this exercise

was to allow the engineering crew to check out each prospective
driver and then say which one they would like to work with.
Basically, they were looking for a good team player." Sure
enough, the engineers did have their say and Andy was chosen
as the team's driver. The rest, as they say, is history.
It's been an exciting but nerve-racking time for Tony and
Betty. Even the engineers couldn't predict exactly how the car
would react after breaking the sound barrier. But throughout
the record-breaking attempts, Andy stayed in regular contact,
often calhng after each run to let them know how he and the
car were getting on.

HISTORY IN THE MAKING - past record-breaking milestones
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100 mpti in 4 seconds. After 16
seconds ttie car is travelling at
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The/ouma/was keen to find out
if Tony or Betty had seen any early signs in Andy's childhood of
what he would go on to achieve, but Tony is quick to downplay
the family's influence: "We're just old-fashioned parents with
old-fashioned values and we were privileged to bring him up.
We tried to bring our three boys up properly and encouraged
them that if they tried hard enough they would achieve their
ambitions. It was important that there was always something on
the horizon for each of them to aim for." According to Tony,
Andy found working atJS very hard work, but enjoyable: "He
served on the till and washed down walls. I said to him 'You
should always remember this experience'."
The media portrayed Andy as 'Mr Cool' and Tony thinks
that this was quite an accurate character assessment: "^es, he's a
very cool customer. As parents, we never quite know what he's
thinking. He's very determined and treats ThrustSSC's cockpit
as his office. He's extremely self-disciplined, but he knows that
if he wants something he has to work for it."
So what about the future now the hullabaloo has died
down? Tony is still recovering from all the attention of the local
and national media and he seems to have become a bit of a
media celebrity himself. "It felt like standing under Niagara
Falls! The phone never stopped ringing. It just went mad.
Andrew had said they'd be outside the door. I just kept saying
that we were very proud, very humble and very privileged to be
a small part of it."
Tony and Betty are convinced their son will resume his RAF
career. "Andy describes it as 'the best job in the world' and he
can't wait to start flying the new Euro Fighter," says Tony.
However, before all that, his parents just want him to retiun
home safely and are planning a litde welcome home reception.
After all he's been through he deserves it.

The car is 488 mph faster than
a Rothman Williams Renault
Formula One racing car.
However, ThrustSSC still has a
long way to go before tireakmg
the speed of light which is
186,000 miles per second.
It would take the car 15.5 hours
to get from London to Sydney, tt
is faster than a British Airways
747, which travels at a cruising
speed of 570 mph. It would take
the jumbo 4 hours longer to
reach Sydney. Thrust SSC has a
design capability of reaching
850 mph maxlmum,

The Black Rock desert is one of
the flattest, most featureless
places on the planet It is an
ancient lake bed about 85 miles
north of Reno, Nevada, once
used by gypsum miners during
the pioneer days, with a
surface as hard as brick. The
desert is so wide that from its
centre the horizon is hidden by
the curvature of the Earth and
is the only place of this size left
in the world.

The mobile communications
centre used by the Thrust team
to keep the rest of the world up
to date with their progress was
a former JS articulated lorry,
specially converted for the job.
Andy Green is a RAF Tornado
pilot and was appointed
squadron leader in January,
He modestly described his time
with the ThrustSSC team as
'one hell of a holiday job'. His
'other' car is a Toyota MR2
which he says is more
'efficient'.
Asaresult of his success,
Andy's name will appear in
The Times' 'Today's Birthdays'
section each year.
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